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ABSTRACT 
SAC ATTACK: ASSESSING THE ROLE OF RECOLLECTION IN THE MIRROR 
EFFECT 
 
SEPTEMBER 2012 
 
ANGELA M. PAZZAGLIA, B.A., ELMIRA COLLEGE 
 
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Directed by: Professor Caren M. Rotello 
Low-frequency (LF) words have higher hit rates (HRs) and lower false alarm 
rates (FARs) than high-frequency (HF) words in recognition memory, a phenomenon 
termed the mirror effect by Glanzer and Adams (1985).  The primary mechanism for 
producing the mirror effect varies substantially across models of recognition memory, 
with some models localizing the effects during encoding and others during retrieval.  The 
current experiments contrast two retrieval-stage models, the Source of Activation 
Confusion (SAC; Reder, Nhouyvanisvong, Schunn, Ayers, Angstadt, & Hiraki, 2000) 
model and the unequal variance signal detection theory (UVSDT) criterion shift model 
(e.g., DeCarlo, 2002).  The SAC model proposes that two distinct processes underlie the 
HR and FAR effects, with a familiarity process driving the FAR effect and a recollective 
process driving the HR effect.  The UVSDT criterion shift model assumes that subjects 
use different criteria when making recognition judgments for HF and LF words, with this 
single process driving both the HR and FAR effects.  Experiment 1 incorporated divided 
attention and speeded responding manipulations designed to remove the contribution of 
recollection in the SAC model, thereby eliminating the LF HR advantage.  Experiment 2 
manipulated the salience of the frequency classes, as the UVSDT criterion shift model 
 vii 
 
requires that subjects are aware of the distinct frequency classes in order to shift their 
criteria.  Across both experiments, model simulations and direct fits of the SAC model 
demonstrated systematic errors in prediction.  While the UVSDT model struggled in fits 
to Experiment 1 data, the model provided acceptable fits to Experiment 2 data and 
accurately predicted the general pattern of effects in all cases.  Furthermore, state-trace 
analyses provided compelling evidence in favor of single-process rather than dual-
process models of recognition memory, casting serious doubt on the validity of the dual-
process SAC model.  Finally, the current experiments highlight the importance of 
obtaining model-based estimates of sensitivity and bias across frequency classes, as the 
standard practice of conducting direct comparisons of HRs and FARs for HF and LF 
words confounds bias and sensitivity differences. 
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CHAPTER 1 
FREQUENCY EFFECTS 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The word frequency effect (WFE) is a hallmark finding in recognition memory by 
which low-frequency (LF) words are both better recognized as old when old (higher hit 
rate; HR) and better rejected as new when new (lower false alarm rate; FAR) compared 
to high-frequency (HF) words (Glanzer & Adams, 1985; 1990).  Glanzer and Adams 
(1985) conducted a meta-analysis of experiments assessing the so-called mirror effect 
and found that the mirror pattern held in 23 of 24 cases, demonstrating the ubiquity of 
this effect.  The WFE is an important finding because it represents a yardstick with which 
to assess models of recognition memory, as any worthy model must be able to predict this 
effect. 
Empirical Form of Frequency Effects in Memory 
The standard experimental assessment of the WFE in recognition memory 
involves presenting a list of study words that are composed of half HF and half LF words; 
study order is typically randomized.  At test, subjects are presented with the studied items 
(targets) and an equal number of new items (lures), half of which are HF and half LF.  In 
a standard design, subjects are presented with one word at a time and are asked to decide 
if each item was studied or not, either by making a binary old-new decision or a 
confidence rating from 1 = “sure old” to 6 = “sure new.”  In a two alternative forced 
choice (2AFC) test, subjects are presented with two words and must select the one that 
appeared on the study list.  Glanzer and Bowles (1976) analyzed the relative memory 
strengths of frequency distributions by conducting 2AFC tests including test pairs from 
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every possible frequency and old/new combination: HF Old (HO)-HF New (HN), LF Old 
(LO)-LF New (LN), HO-LN, LO-HN, HO-LO, and HN-LN.  The latter two pairs, 
referred to as “null” pairs, were included by Glanzer and Bowles in order to establish the 
relative locations of the two target and two lure distributions, as this information cannot 
be inferred from the first four comparisons.  The following pattern of responses was 
found: p(HO, HN) < p(HO, LN), p(LO, HN) < p(LO, LN) and p(LO, HO), p(HN, LN) > 
.5, where p(HO, HN) refers to the probability of choosing HO over HN when these two 
items are presented together.  These results imply a full mirror ordering of distributions, 
with LN < HN < HO < LO on a dimension of familiarity or memory strength.  Hockley 
(1994) found the same mirror pattern with yes-no response rates and reaction times 
(RTs).   
Greene (1996) argued that these mirror patterns occur because of a response 
strategy of distributing “old” responses across HF and LF words rather than a true effect 
on accuracy.  Glanzer, Kim, and Adams (1998) provided evidence against Greene’s 
response distribution hypothesis by manipulating base rates to put response distribution 
and mirror effects in opposition.  Subjects in one group studied 90 HF and 30 LF words 
and were tested on studied words plus 30 HF lures and 90 LF lures.  Another group 
received the complementary proportions of HF and LF items at study at test, such that 30 
HF and 90 LF words were studied and 90 HF lures and 30 LF lures were tested.  
According to the response distribution hypothesis, subjects in Group 1 should decrease 
their proportion of “old” responses to HF lures since the 90 HF targets will require many 
“old” responses for this class, and subjects in Group 2 should likewise decrease their 
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proportion of “old” responses to LF lures.  Contrary to Greene’s hypothesis, Glanzer et 
al. (1998) observed the standard mirror effect in both groups.   
Despite the apparent ubiquity of the effect, the mechanism by which frequency 
affects memory performance remains unclear.  The primary mechanism for producing the 
mirror effect varies substantially across models of recognition memory, with some 
models localizing the effects during encoding and others during retrieval.  Encoding-
stage models include principle roles for attention (DeCarlo, 2007; Glanzer & Adams, 
1990; Glanzer, Adams, & Iverson, 1991; Malmberg & Nelson, 2003) and unequal 
strengthening of items with study (DeCarlo, 2002).  Retrieval-stage models, on the other 
hand, point to mechanisms such as differential familiarity and recollection (Reder, 
Nhouyvanisvong, Schunn, Ayers, Angstadt, & Hiraki, 2000), criterion shifts (Brown, 
Lewis, & Monk, 1977; DeCarlo, 2002), diagnosticity of feature values (Shiffrin & 
Steyvers, 1997), variability of feature values (McClelland & Chappell, 1998), and context 
noise (Dennis & Humphreys, 2001). 
Models of Frequency Effects in Memory 
Retrieval Accounts 
Source of Activation Confusion Model  
The Source of Activation Confusion (SAC; Reder, Nhouyvanisvong, Schunn, 
Ayers, Angstadt, & Hiraki, 2000) model is a dual-process, spreading-activation model of 
frequency effects including both familiarity and recollection components.  Each word is 
represented as a node in memory with connections to related words and contexts, as 
depicted in Figure 1.  HF words have both higher levels of resting activation or 
familiarity (represented as darker circles in the figure) and more semantic relationships 
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with other words (represented as more projections from the HF nodes in the figure).  
After studying an item, familiarity increases and the experimental context is stored as a 
connection to the word node if encoding is successful.  When presented with a word at 
test, “old” responses are made either as a result of increased familiarity of the target or 
spreading activation to the context node, resulting in recollection of the study experience.  
The increase in FARs for HF words is a consequence of the stronger familiarity or resting 
activation of HF lures in memory.  The increase in hits for LF words is a consequence of 
the smaller fan of projections for LF words, as a greater proportion of the activation 
spreads to the stored experimental context, making it more likely that a recollective 
experience will result.  SAC’s theory that recollection produces the HR effect and 
familiarity produces the FAR effect is consistent with dual-process signal detection 
models (DPSD; Yonelinas, 1994; 1999).  The proposed mechanisms for the mirror effect 
suggest that frequency exerts its effects at retrieval rather than encoding, but successful 
encoding is a necessary condition for the mirror effect to occur.  Later implementations 
of the model (Diana & Reder, 2006) have also shown that LF words require more 
attention at encoding for episodic binding to occur, as studying LF but not HF words 
harms encoding of a simultaneously presented image, and only LF hits are decreased with 
divided attention at test.   
 SAC proponents have primarily relied on dissociations in the effects of 
experimental manipulations on LF and HF targets and LF and HF lures to lend support 
for their model.  Arndt and Reder (2002) found evidence for the dual-process distinction 
of recollection producing the HR effect and familiarity producing the FAR effect.  
Recognition tests involving plurality-reversed lures, a task that has been proposed to rely 
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primarily on recollection since the familiarity of target and lures is roughly equated, do 
not show the familiarity-driven FAR portion of the mirror effect.  A follow-up 
experiment with the same study items but no plurality-reversed lures at test resulted in the 
full mirror effect.  Arndt and Reder plotted receiver-operating characteristics (ROCs; a 
plot of the HR against the FAR as a function of bias or willingness to respond “old”) to 
obtain estimates of recollection.  The y-intercept of the ROC has been interpreted as a 
measure of recollection (Yonelinas, 2001; 2002), as this point represents the HR when 
the FAR = 0, when responses are based on recollection alone.  Arndt and Reder 
confirmed that the estimate of recollection based on the y-intercept was higher for LF 
targets than HF targets.  In another study including similar foils at test (Park, Reder, & 
Dickison, 2005), LF similar foils had lower FARs than HF similar foils only when the 
instructions emphasized the need to reject similar lures.  In the absence of such a 
directive, LF similar foils had higher FARs than their HF counterparts, as the unspecified 
context-node resulted in faulty recollection.   
 Guttentag and Carroll (1997) collected Remember-Know judgments as estimates 
of recollection and familiarity, respectively, with “remember” responses reserved for 
items that are recollected with specific details about the study episode, and “know” 
responses reflecting a general, unspecified sense of familiarity.  LF words had higher 
“remember” HRs and lower “know” FARs.  Joordens and Hockley (2000) reported 17 
comparisons where manipulations aimed at reducing recollection such as study-test 
delay, surprise memory tests, long list lengths, and short presentation durations 
eliminated the HR portion of the mirror effect without affecting the FARs.  Finally, 
administering drugs designed to induce amnesia prior to study eliminated the HR effect 
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but not the FAR effect (Hirshman, Fisher, Henthorn, Arndt, & Passannante, 2002; 
Mintzer, 2003).  The authors claim that models that posit a single mechanism underlying 
the HR and FAR differences cannot possibly explain these results, though the authors of 
the single-process models presented below have provided evidence to the contrary.   
Retrieving Effectively from Memory Model 
In the Retrieving Effectively from Memory (REM; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997) 
model, items are represented as images in memory that consist of a set of feature values.  
When an item is encountered during study, an incomplete and noisy image is stored in 
memory.  At test, a probe vector from each test word is compared to the set of study 
images, and subjects calculate the likelihood that the item is old or new based on the 
number of matching features according to Bayes’ rule.  The likelihood ratio for each 
image, j, is equal to:  
        
     
                
         
    
     , (1) 
where c is the probability of correctly copying a feature, g determines the geometric base 
rate for feature values (HF words have higher values of g), njq is the number of 
mismatching features from the jth image to the probe trace, and nijm is the number of 
features in the jth image of value i that match the probe.  The odds of a particular item as 
coming from the study list are equal to: 
   
 
 
   
 
    (2) 
 If the odds in Equation 2 are greater than 1.0, an “old” response is made; otherwise, a 
“new” response is made.  In order to explain the mirror pattern, it is assumed that HF 
words have more common feature values than LF words.  The HR portion of the mirror 
effect occurs because diagnostic matches of rare features increase the likelihood ratio 
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more than common feature matches, and LF words have more rare features.  The FAR 
portion of the mirror effect occurs as a result of chance matches to lures, which happens 
more often with the common features of HF words.   
 Criss and Malmberg (2008) and Malmberg, Steyvers, Stephens, and Shiffrin 
(2002) crossed word frequency and letter frequency to evaluate the feature overlap 
account of the WFE in REM.  Both studies found that words with distinctive LF letters 
were better recognized than words with HF letters, consistent with REM’s account.  
Malmberg and Murnane (2002) tested REM’s prediction that increasing the ratio of HF 
words at study should affect the magnitude of the WFE, as adding more HF words should 
raise the overall odds for HF words, increasing the probability of responding “old” to HF 
targets and lures.  This result was confirmed in three of four comparisons, which is 
problematic for models that restrict memory access to the test item (e.g., 
Attention/Likelihood Theory; Glanzer & Adams, 1990; Glanzer et al., 1991, outlined 
below).  Malmberg, Zeelenberg, and Shiffrin (2004) demonstrated that a single-process, 
familiarity-based model such as REM can account for the selective HR effects that occur 
with drug-induced amnesia (Hirshman et al., 2002; Mintzer, 2003) and are frequently 
taken as strong evidence for dual-process accounts.  In the REM framework, Midazolam 
increases the noise in episodic traces by causing less accurate storage of features at study.  
REM does have trouble fitting the FAR patterns in frequency experiments with similar 
lures, leading Malmberg, Holden, and Shiffrin (2004) to propose a dual-process version 
of REM including a recall component.  Malmberg et al. still claim, however, that the 
dual-process extension is only required in select cases involving similar targets and lures.   
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Subjective-Likelihood Model  
The functional structure of the Subjective Likelihood Model (SLiM; McClelland 
& Chappell, 1998) is very similar to REM, but the two models differ in the specific 
details of stimulus generation and storage processes.  In SLiM, vectors of feature 
dimensions (0s and 1s) represent the current input.  Upon encountering a word at study, a 
noisy detector vector is stored (starts with random values of real numbers between 0 and 
1).  At test, subjects compute the log-likelihood,        that the item, Iμ, generated the 
test input, S: 
        
       
         
   
     
       
 (3) 
In order to make recognition decisions, the model assumes that subjects set a fixed 
criterion on the log-odds strength dimension.  Frequency effects are captured in SLiM by 
assuming that, perhaps by virtue of having more definitions, HF words have more 
variable feature values.  WFEs are produced in simulations by increasing the proportion 
of noise in the detectors of HF words, leading to both lower HRs and higher FARs from 
spurious matches to lures.   
Criss and Malmberg (2006) directly compared SLiM and REM’s abilities to 
account for several key findings in recognition including effects of similar lures, 
associative recognition, and drug-induced amnesia effects.  Both models captured all of 
the effects, but SLiM provided slightly better quantitative fits in several cases.  While the 
basic architectures of the models are similar, they often account for the same data in 
slightly different ways (e.g., REM predicts an effect of Midazolam on the probability of 
correctly storing a feature while SLiM predicts an effect on the rate of feature storage).  
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This similarity in predictions makes it very difficult to find diagnostic evidence to 
distinguish between these two models.    
Bind Cue Decide Model of Episodic Memory  
In the Bind Cue Decide Model of Episodic Memory (BCDMEM; Dennis & 
Humphreys, 2001), words are represented as nodes, and during study, each word node is 
connected to a vector representing the current study context via a pattern of activity in the 
vector.  The weight of this connection, r, determines how well the particular item is 
encoded in memory.  At test, the presented word incites the retrieval of its associated 
context vector, which includes information about all contexts in which this word has 
appeared in the past.  If the word is a target, this context vector will contain some 
information from the experimental context, whereas lures should contain only pre-
experimental contextual information.  In order to make a recognition decision, the subject 
reinstates the context from the preceding study session and compares this vector to the 
retrieved context vector of the test item.  If there is enough overlap between the reinstated 
context and the retrieved context, the item is classified as old (see Figure 2).  This 
comparison is made using an optimal Bayesian decision rule to compute the likelihood 
that the item is old based on the number of matches between the retrieved and reinstated 
context vectors: 
           
           
  
      
 
 
   
          (4) 
where r is the weight from the input to the output layer, p is the probability that a node is 
active in the retrieved context (a measure of context noise), n11 is the number of active 
nodes that match in the reinstated to retrieved vectors, and n10 is the number of inactive 
nodes in the retrieved vector that are active in the reinstated vector.   
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 BCDMEM assumes that any noise in the recognition decision process results 
from experimental items having appeared in different contexts prior to their occurrence in 
an experimental session (i.e., noise in the retrieved context vector).  This context noise 
approach can be contrasted with an item noise account, which assumes that noise is 
caused by interference from the other items presented in the experimental session.  As a 
context noise model, BCDMEM posits that frequency effects emerge because HF words 
have appeared in more pre-experimental contexts (have a higher value of p) than LF 
words, and this noise in the retrieved context vector reduces performance for both targets 
and lures.  With more nodes activated in the retrieved context vector for HF words, lures 
will have more chances to overlap with the reinstated context vector, resulting in more 
false alarms.  For HF targets, overlap between the retrieved and reinstated context vectors 
becomes less diagnostic, as the likelihood of finding matches increases as retrieved 
context noise increases, resulting in fewer hits.  In other words, more positive evidence is 
required for HF targets than LF targets, as one would expect more chance matches for HF 
words.  BCDMEM is also consistent with Sikström’s (2001) Variance Theory of mirror 
effects, a connectionist context-noise model.   
If BCDMEM’s mechanism for the frequency effect is correct, increasing the 
number of LF contexts should reduce the mirror effect and lead to similar hits and false 
alarms for HF and LF words.  If the mirror effect is a result of overlapping features rather 
than context noise as predicted by the item-noise models presented above, then increasing 
the number of contexts associated with LF words should have no effect on the feature 
values or the pattern of hits and false alarms.  Previous attempts to explore the effects of 
context noise and feature overlap have provided mixed or incomplete results regarding 
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the underlying mechanism for the frequency effect, with some work supporting feature 
overlap (e.g., Malmberg et al., 2002) and some supporting context noise (e.g., Steyvers & 
Malmberg, 2003).  REM, SLiM, and BCDMEM are all considered retrieval accounts of 
the WFE because the divergence of HF and LF words occurs in the diagnosticity of 
feature values at test rather than as a result of differences in processing at study.   
Subjective Memorability  
The Subjective Memorability approach (Brown, Lewis, & Monk, 1977) suggests 
that frequency effects emerge as a result of metacognitive knowledge at retrieval about 
the memorability of HF and LF words.  According to this theory, subjects realize that LF 
words are more distinctive and therefore more memorable than HF words, so they adjust 
their strategy to require more information to accept LF words, resulting in lower FARs 
(the “if I saw this word, I would have remembered it” approach).  Since LF words 
actually are stronger on the dimension of familiarity, they also incite higher HRs.  
Dewhurst, Brandt, and Sharp (2004) suggested that the effect is a retrieval strategy rather 
than a compensatory study strategy, as frequency effects remained under incidental 
encoding conditions.   
 The subjective memorability theory has engendered a great deal of debate in the 
literature, as Wixted (1992) collected subjective memorability ratings that were positively 
correlated with frequency (subjects incorrectly assumed that HF items were more 
memorable), contrary to the metacognitive strategy suggested in this model.  However, 
multiple experiments (Guttentag and Carroll, 1998; Benjamin, 2003; Miller, 2010) have 
demonstrated that subjects quickly learn that LF words are more memorable when ratings 
take place at test rather than at study or in block two of multiple study-test sessions.  
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Somewhat problematic, though, is the finding that mirror effect persists under conditions 
of divided attention and very brief response-signal lags, as the conscious strategy 
underlying the subjective memorability approach should be disrupted in these conditions 
(Hintzman, Caulton, & Curran, 1994).   
Signal Detection Model: Criterion Shift 
The Criterion Shift Signal Detection model (e.g., DeCarlo, 2002) can be 
considered an implementation of the subjective memorability approach in Signal 
Detection Theory (SDT; Green & Swets, 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005) form, as it 
also assumes that subjects can alter their criterion for calling items “old” on the basis of 
frequency.  This SDT model assumes that distributions of memory evidence are 
continuous Gaussian with the target distributions having greater variance than the lure 
distributions (unequal-variance SDT; UVSDT), perhaps due to the addition of encoding 
variability from their recent study.  In order to make recognition decisions, subjects set a 
criterion along the strength dimension and respond “old” if the evidence from the test 
word surpasses that criterion.  UVSDT models can predict mirror effects in one of two 
ways: a criterion shift or a distribution shift.  The criterion shift account is depicted in 
Figure 3
1
.  LF lures are expected to have lower strength values than HF lures since they 
are less frequently encountered.  After their presentation during the study, both LF and 
HF targets are shifted upward on the dimension of strength, with HF targets above LF 
targets due to their initial strength advantage.  LF targets are shifted slightly more than 
their HF counterparts, presumably due to the increased attention that rare words attract.  
                                                 
1
 Note that Figure 3 depicts an equal-variance criterion shift account, but the same premise holds when the 
target distributions are more variable. 
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The mirror pattern emerges because subjects are assumed to use separate criteria in 
judging HF and LF items, with CLF and CHF representing the LF and HF criteria, 
respectively.  Since the LF target and lure distributions are farther apart, they produce 
higher HRs and lower FARs than the HF items.   
Encoding Accounts 
Signal Detection Model: Distribution Shift 
The second possible explanation for frequency effects in the UVSDT framework 
is the distribution shift account (e.g., DeCarlo, 2002), pictured in Figure 4.  LF lures (LN 
in Figure 4) are still weaker than HF lures (HN), but LF targets (LO) increase much more 
in strength than HF targets (HO) after study, again presumably due to their attentional 
advantage during encoding.  A single, fixed criterion can then be set between the target 
and lure distributions that will result in higher HRs and lower FARs for LF words.   
Stretch and Wixted (1998) found that subjects were unwilling or unable to shift 
their criteria within lists, even when the distinction between strong and weak items was 
made apparent by using different font colors and explicitly telling subjects which items 
were strong.  Critically, there was no evidence for criterion shifts regardless of whether 
mirror effects were created by manipulating stimulus variables such as frequency or the 
strength of the items through repetition.  Higham, Perfect, and Bruno (2009) tested these 
two alternatives using Type II, response-contingent SDT in which subjects rate 
confidence in the accuracy of their decisions rather than confidence in whether the test 
items are targets or lures.  Higham et al. found no evidence of a criterion shift based on 
word frequency, providing further support for the distribution shift account of mirror 
effects.  However, Pazzaglia, Staub, and Rotello (in prep) provided some preliminary 
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evidence in support of a criterion shift account with a four-level frequency manipulation 
including equal numbers of HF, LF, very low-frequency (VLF), and pseudowords (PW).  
Since the VLF words were essentially nonwords to the undergraduate subjects, the 
common HF words stood out amidst the many unusual words.  In this case, the salient HF 
category resulted in a lower FAR compared to LF, VLF, and PW, suggesting that 
subjects can shift their criteria based on frequency in at least some cases.   
Mixture Signal Detection Model 
DeCarlo (2007) presented an SDT mixture model of the WFE that distinguishes 
between memory strength and attention.  Rather than appealing to differences in criteria 
or differences in the increase in strength after study for HF and LF words, the mixture 
SDT model presupposes simply that subjects are more likely to attend to LF words than 
HF words at study, due to the distinctive nature of LF words.  Words that are not attended 
(or are only partially attended) do not increase much in strength, so at test, subjects are 
actually distinguishing between a mixture distribution of fully attended and partially 
attended targets and a distribution of lures.  This premise is outlined in the upper panel of 
Figure 5, where LN and HN refer to LF and HF lures, respectively, LO and HO refer to 
LF and HF targets, and LOʹ and HOʹ refer to partially attended LF and HF targets.  LN* 
is a post-hoc parameter representing LF lures that were treated as LF targets, and it was 
added to explain the increased variance in LF lures compared to HF lures and subject 
reports that unknown words were often incorrectly assumed to be old.  There is not a 
corresponding HF* parameter.  The mirror effect emerges from the upper panel by 
assuming that the mixing parameters differ for HF and LF words (the fitted proportions 
are included above the distributions), with subjects more often attending to distinctive LF 
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words.  Mixing the fully attended and partially attended distributions then results in a 
stronger weighting of fully attended items and a larger variance for LF targets, producing 
the mixture distributions pictured in the lower panel.  A single, fixed criterion can then be 
set between the target and lure distributions in order to predict higher HRs and lower 
FARs for LF words.  In fits to Arndt and Reder’s (2002) data, the mixture SDT model 
was never rejected on the basis of G
2
 tests while the UVSDT distribution shift model was 
rejected in every case (DeCarlo, 2007).  However, it is possible that the superior fit of the 
mixture SDT model is solely due to its increased flexibility compared to the UVSDT 
model.  In general, the number of parameters included in a model is directly related to 
model flexibility, with more parameters increasing flexibility.  As the flexibility of a 
model increases, it allows the model to replicate an increasingly diverse variety of 
empirical data patterns, limiting the model’s falsifiability.   
Attention/Likelihood Theory 
According to the Attention/Likelihood Theory (ALT; Glanzer & Adams, 1990; 
Glanzer et al., 1991), stimuli are sets of features that are either marked or unmarked.  A 
certain proportion of features are marked due to noise, p(new), which is assumed to be 
the same for LF and HF items.  When words are encountered during study, a portion of 
these features, n(i), are sampled and marked (unless already  marked, in which case the 
feature remains marked).  Since LF words have more distinctive and less frequently 
encountered features, these items are allotted a greater amount of attention at study, 
resulting in a greater number of marked features.  At test, subjects count the number of 
marked features and calculate the likelihood that each item is old based on the number of 
features that are expected to be marked in old [p(i,old)] and new items [p(new)].  
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Equation 5 presents the mean and Equation 6 presents the variance of the log likelihood 
distribution: 
                         
        
      
                 
        
      
  (5) 
                                   
               
               
  
 
  (6) 
 where i is the stimulus condition (HF/LF), j is the item status (old/new), p is the 
probability, and q is 1 – p.  This computation results in the arrangement of distributions 
on the log likelihood ratio dimension pictured in Figure 6, where AN = LF New items, 
BN = HF New, BO = HF Old, and AO = LF Old.  Subjects then make a decision as in 
SDT by setting a criterion and responding “old” if the computed likelihood ratio falls 
above that criterion; the same likelihood criterion is used for both HF and LF words.   
The use of a likelihood ratio decision as in REM, SLiM, and ALT naturally 
predicts a higher HR and lower FAR for LF words, as a greater proportion of the AO 
distribution and smaller proportion of the AN distribution fall above any given criterion.  
ALT further predicts that forgetting during delay or reducing attention via speed 
instructions and reduced presentation duration will result in the symmetric concentering 
of distributions, with all distributions in the figure moving closer together, resulting in a 
decreased magnitude of the mirror effect (Kim & Glanzer, 1993).  Hilford, Glanzer, and 
Kim (1997) demonstrated that the opposite effect results from strengthening items with 
repetitions or deep encoding at study, as the old and new distributions move farther apart.  
Consistent with empirical data, this approach predicts the same mirror pattern for old-
new responses, two alternative forced choice (2AFC) responses, confidence ratings, and 
the order of zROC slopes (LO/HN < LO/LN < HO/HN < HO/LN; Glanzer, Hilford, & 
Maloney, 2009).  Glanzer and Adams (1990) found this mirror pattern for frequency, 
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concreteness, and transformed text (backwards vs. forwards), leading them to conclude 
that “any variable that affects recognition accuracy, not just stimulus variables, will 
produce the [mirror] effect” (p. 12).  A frequently posed criticism of ALT is that it 
requires extremely complex likelihood computations and knowledge about the number of 
marked features expected for old and new items (Hintzman, 1994; Murdock, 1998), but 
Kim and Glanzer (1994; and see Glanzer et al., 1993) countered this argument by 
showing that the  mirror prediction holds even if subjects’ model of the situation is 
flawed.   
Early-Phase Elevated-Attention Hypothesis  
The Elevated-Attention Hypothesis (EPEA; Malmberg & Nelson, 2003), similar 
to ALT, claims that LF words attract more attention at study, resulting in a greater 
proportion of marked features and higher overall accuracy.  The difference between these 
two models is that the EPEA account distinguishes between early and late phases of 
encoding.  In the early phase, subjects complete word identification based on 
orthographic and phonological features, and the distinct lexical features of LF words 
attract more attention during this phase.  The elevated attention for LF words at encoding 
results in more complete memory traces.  In the late phase, subjects complete controlled, 
semantic processing of items, which does not differ for HF and LF words.   
The Malmberg et al. (2002) and  Criss and Malmberg (2008) studies outlined 
above as support for REM’s feature overlap account also support the EPEA mechanism 
for increased attention at study, as words with LF letters were better recognized than 
words with HF letters.  Malmberg and Nelson showed that significantly decreasing study 
time (250 ms) eliminated the early-phase advantage and subsequent mirror effect for LF 
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words.  The standard mirror effect emerged at intermediate study times (1000 ms), and 
the magnitude of the effect remained constant at longer study durations (3000 ms).  
Malmberg and Nelson claimed that the constant magnitude of mirror effects above 1000 
ms was consistent with the EPEA hypothesis, as differential processing for HF and LF 
words is present only in early phase of study.  This argument does not preclude a single-
process account of frequency effects that exerts its full effect within one second of 
encoding. 
Model Comparisons 
In order to assess the encoding accounts of the mirror effect, Pazzaglia et al. (in 
prep) monitored eye movements as subjects studied blocks of individual words to assess 
the relationship between encoding time and later recognition memory performance.  
Across a series of three experiments, logistic mixed effects models revealed a positive 
relationship between total encoding time and memory accuracy that was additive with the 
frequency effect.  While the time spent on intentional, strategic rehearsal of a word did 
predict whether that word was remembered at test, differential encoding time did not 
account for the HR difference between HF and LF words, as the frequency effect on 
accuracy remained and was additive with the reading time effect in these experiments.  
Pazzaglia et al. also recorded eye fixations on critical words during an incidental, natural 
reading design to get a better estimate of encoding time free from rehearsal strategies.  
While the standard findings of longer fixation durations for LF words and higher HRs 
and lower FARs for LF words were found, the time spent fixating a word, whether 
measured by the duration of initial fixations or by total reading time, did not 
independently predict later memory for that word.  This result suggests that encoding 
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time during natural reading does not predict memory accuracy for words, and the HR 
advantage for LF words is not due to the additional time spent on these words at 
encoding.  This finding is problematic for recognition models that propose encoding-
stage mechanisms for the WFE.  Leaving aside the somewhat unlikely differential 
encoding explanation, decision-stage mechanisms that operate during retrieval are likely 
responsible for the mirror effect.  Since differential encoding times on targets could not 
be directly responsible for the FAR effect on lures that are not present during encoding, 
decision-stage models also provide a parsimonious account of the HR and FAR effects.   
While the previous experiments cast doubt on the encoding-stage WFE 
mechanisms of differential attention (Mixture SDT, ALT, EPEA) and unequal 
strengthening of items with study (UVSDT distribution shift), further work is necessary 
to distinguish between the putative retrieval-stage mechanisms, including differential 
familiarity and recollection (SAC), criterion shifts (Subjective Memorability and UVSDT 
criterion shift), diagnosticity of feature values (REM), variability of feature values 
(SLiM), and context noise (BCDMEM).  While distinguishing between five retrieval-
stage models that vary in their complexity and flexibility is beyond the scope of this 
paper, a reasonable first step involves assessing the dimensionality of the data to 
determine whether one or two processes are necessary to account for the mirror effect.   
The goal of the first experiment is to directly test the dual-process SAC account of 
the mirror effect by implementing conditions of divided attention and speeded responding 
that ought to eliminate the recollection-based HR portion of the mirror effect.  The 
UVSDT criterion shift model, as well as the more complicated REM, SLiM, and 
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BCDMEM, all predict a standard mirror effect in these conditions, though the magnitude 
of the effect may be reduced as a result of lower overall accuracy.   
The second experiment represents a direct test of the UVSDT criterion shift 
model by manipulating the salience of frequency classes.  By including medium-
frequency (MF) items and either blocking or randomizing frequency classes, criterion 
shifts should be more or less likely.  Only one other experiment has included a 
continuous manipulation of frequency to assess the mirror effect, and the standard mirror 
effect was observed (Glanzer et al., 1998; Experiment 1).  However, that experiment used 
a small, outdated corpus to estimate frequency (Kučera & Francis, 1967), the mirror 
effect was calculated from an arbitrary median split of frequency, the resulting effect was 
small (HRs: .54 and .49 for LF and HF; FARs: .20 and .23 for LF and HF), and this 
finding has yet to be replicated.  The current experiment will use a larger, modern corpus 
(Hyperspace Analogue to Language; Lund & Burgess, 1996) to obtain more accurate 
estimates of frequency and test the validity of the results reported by Glanzer et al. 
(1998).  This experiment has the added benefit of allowing the implementation of State-
Trace analysis (Bamber, 1979) to directly test the dimensionality of the data in the fully 
randomized condition.  State-trace will allow us to determine whether two processes are 
necessary to account for the data, with evidence against two processes providing strong 
evidence against the SAC model.  In addition to assessing the models’ qualitative 
predictions for each experiment, direct quantitative fits will also be obtained for SAC and 
UVSDT in order to assess the plausibility of parameter estimates and find the model that 
best approximates the data.   
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CHAPTER 2 
FREQUENCY EXPERIMENTS 
 
 
Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 targeted the recollection-based explanation for the HR effect in the 
SAC model.  SAC assumes that the LF HR advantage is a result of LF words having a 
smaller fan of connections to other items in memory, resulting in a greater overall 
activation of the experimental context node at test.  Experiment 1a serves as a baseline 
condition for Experiments 1b and 1c, as Experiment 1a incorporates a standard frequency 
manipulation in a recognition task.  Experiments 1b and 1c incorporate manipulations 
that should reduce or eliminate the contribution of recollection, namely divided attention 
and speeded responding, thereby removing the LF HR advantage as mechanized in the 
SAC model.  
Experiment 1a- Standard Mirror 
Experiment 1a incorporated a standard frequency design in recognition, with an 
equal number of randomly intermixed LF and HF items presented at study and an equal 
number of randomly intermixed LF and HF targets and lures presented at test.  Consistent 
with Glanzer and Adams’ (1985) meta-analysis of the mirror effect, LF targets were 
expected to have higher HRs than HF targets, and LF lures were expected to have lower 
FARs than HF lures.  For SAC, the LF HR advantage is due to an increase in recollection 
for LF items, and the LF FAR advantage is due to their lower resting activation or 
familiarity compared to HF items.  For UVSDT, LF targets and lures should be farther 
apart on the dimension of memory strength or familiarity (higher da, a UVSDT measure 
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of sensitivity) with a more conservative response criterion (higher ca, a UVSDT measure 
of bias) compared to HF targets and lures. 
Method 
Subjects 
Forty undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst 
participated in this study for extra credit in their psychology courses. 
Materials 
Targets and lures for all conditions within Experiment 1 were drawn from a pool 
of 80 HF (logHAL range: 8-10; mean = 8.8) and 80 LF (logHAL range: 4-6; mean = 5.2) 
concrete nouns.  An additional 5 LF and 5 HF items were used as primacy and recency 
fillers, and 2 LF and 2 HF items served as filler lures to keep the number of LF and HF 
targets and lures consistent across conditions (see Experiment 2c procedure for an 
explanation).  Stimuli were matched for word length (range: 4-8 letters; mean = 6.1), 
number of syllables (range: 1-3; mean = 2.1), and number of orthographic neighbors 
(range: 0-4 letters; mean = 1.1) across frequency classes.   
Procedure 
After reading the instructions and completing a short practice study and test 
block, subjects were presented with 40 HF and 40 LF words at study, plus 5 primacy 
fillers and 5 recency fillers.  Each item remained on the screen for 2 seconds with a 500 
ms inter-stimulus interval, and subjects were instructed to remember the items for a later 
test.  The recognition test consisted of the 80 studied items along with 40 new HF nouns, 
40 new LF nouns, and 4 filler lures.  Subjects first made a binary old-new response and 
then rated their confidence that each word was old or new by pressing “1” for “maybe,” 
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“2” for “probably,” and “3” for “sure.”  Subjects were allowed to take as much time as 
necessary to complete each recognition response.  
Results and Discussion 
One subject performed at chance on the memory test (dʹ < .5) and was excluded 
from the following analyses.  As expected, the standard mirror effect emerged, with both 
a higher HR for LF targets compared to HF targets (LF: .78, HF: .72; t38 = 3.520, p = 
.001, Cohen's d = .564) and a lower FAR to LF lures compared to HF lures (LF: .14, HF: 
.23; t38 = 6.001, p < .001, Cohen's d = 1.030; see Table 1).  These data can be plotted in 
ROC form by cumulating the HRs and FARs across confidence levels from the “old”-
“sure” responses to the “new”-“sure” responses separately for HF and LF items.  The 
ROCs for these data (Panel A of Figure 7) graphically depict the sensitivity advantage for 
LF items, as the LF points are generally shifted upward relative to the HF points.  The 
additional leftward shift relative to the corresponding HF points demonstrates a more 
conservative bias for LF items, as subjects require more evidence in order to respond 
“old” to these items.  The finding of a full mirror pattern is consistent with both the SAC 
and UVSDT criterion shift models, and the results provide a measure of baseline 
performance with which the data from Experiments 1b and 1c can be compared. 
Unfortunately, the current implementation of the SAC model is unable to fit 
confidence rating data (Diana, Reder, Arndt, & Park, 2006), precluding a direct 
comparison of model fits for the UVSDT and SAC models.  While it should be possible 
to fit the SAC model to confidence data by fitting and summing the remember and know 
responses for each level of confidence (since the overall HR is just the sum of remember 
and know hits), the precise method for achieving these fits is not straightforward.  Since 
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thresholds are changing for both the remember (event) and know (word) distributions 
simultaneously across confidence levels, the model requires some guidance as to the 
relative changes in these two processes in order to return valid parameter estimates.  
Without any theoretical guidance to accomplish these fits, only the UVSDT model was fit 
to the confidence data.   
Two versions of the UVSDT model were fit to the confidence ratings for HF and 
LF items.  The ‘criterion shift’ model allowed the 5 response criteria to vary across 
frequency, while the ‘fixed criteria’ model required that the same criteria were used for 
both LF and HF confidence ratings.  The resulting parameter estimates for the two 
UVSDT models are presented in Table 2 (and graphically in Panel A of Figure 8), with 
both models predicting the expected order of distribution means (LF lures, HF lures, HF 
targets, LF targets) and target variances (LF old more variable than HF old).  As 
expected, the criterion shift model depicts a more conservative bias for LF items, as the 
LF decision criteria are shifted to the right on the strength axis.  The most apparent 
difference in the distributional parameter estimates for these two models is that the means 
and variances for the HF and LF target and HF and LF lure distributions are more similar 
in the fixed criterion model.  Plots of the observed and predicted ROC points (Panel A of 
Figure 9) show that both models are underpredicting the moderate confidence ratings for 
both HF and LF items.  The severity of these misfits is confirmed in the model fit 
statistics, as both models fail to provide an acceptable fit to the data in terms of G
2
 
(criterion shift: G
2
6 = 71.12, p < .001; fixed criteria: G
2
9 = 79.17, p < .001; see Table 3).  
Though the model comparison test for nested models revealed that the criterion shift 
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model should be retained in favor of the fixed criteria model (ΔG23 = 8.05, p = .045), this 
result is nullified by the generally poor fits for both models.   
Experiment 1b- Divided Attention 
Experiment 1b was the same as Experiment 1a with the addition of a dual-task 
design at test to divide subjects’ resources between the primary recognition test and 
secondary auditory monitoring task.  Divided attention is expected to eliminate or 
significantly reduce the contribution of the relatively slow and conscious recollection 
process in the dual-process framework (Jacoby, 1991; Yonelinas, 2002).  SAC is a 
specific implementation of the dual-process framework that shares the assumption that 
the HR effect is primarily driven by recollection (Arndt & Reder, 2002), so the 
incorporation of divided attention at test should eliminate the LF HR advantage according 
to SAC.  When recognition decisions are based solely on familiarity or resting activation, 
SAC predicts a higher HR and FAR for the more familiar HF items.  UVSDT predicts an 
intact HR effect since the decision currency of memory strength should not be directly 
influenced by dividing attention.  Both models predict an overall reduction in accuracy 
compared to the baseline Experiment 1a if the divided attention manipulation is 
successfully reducing the resources available for the recognition task.   
There is some inconsistency in the literature regarding the effects of divided 
attention on the mirror effect.  Diana and Reder (2006) reported an elimination of the LF 
HR advantage with divided attention at test, but Hintzman et al. (1994) found an intact 
HR effect under divided attention with both LF and HF hits decreasing slightly.  The 
current experiment was designed to resolve this inconsistency.    
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Method 
Subjects 
Forty undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst 
participated in this study for extra credit in their psychology courses. 
Materials 
The same LF and HF stimuli from Experiment 1a were used in this experiment. 
Procedure 
Experiment 1b was identical to Experiment 1a with the exception that subjects 
were asked to monitor a constant auditory string of digits while performing the 
recognition test.  Digits 1 to 9 were presented in a random order at a rate of one digit per 
second.  Periodically throughout the test, subjects were prompted with a 3-back span test 
during which they were asked to report the digit they heard three places back in the 
stream.  The 3-back span test occurred randomly after 15% of the test trials (i.e., after 24 
of the test words), but the test did not occur after the first trial (3 numbers may not have 
occurred during the first trial) and was restricted to occur only after subjects had made 
both the old-new and confidence judgments for the critical targets and lures.  This second 
restriction was included to minimize the time between the old-new and confidence 
responses.  To prevent subjects from capitalizing on this pattern by only attending to the 
number stream during their confidence responses, 4 filler lures (2 HF and 2 LF) were 
included with the 3-back test occurring between the old-new and confidence responses, 
and subjects were instructed that the 3-back test could occur at any time during the test.  
The filler lures were excluded from all analyses.  A long response deadline of 6000 ms 
was imposed on the old-new response to prevent subjects from focusing on the number 
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stream without making recognition decisions and to reduce the average study-test lag.  
The divided attention task draws on attentional and memory resources since subjects 
must constantly maintain and update their memory representation as the stream 
progresses, and it also ensures that subjects are completing the secondary task by 
providing a measure of performance.  Prior to completing the study and test sessions, 
subjects completed a short practice test with the divided attention task to avoid data loss.   
Results and Discussion 
Three subjects performed at chance on the memory test (dʹ < .5) and were 
excluded from the following analyses.  Confirming that the remaining subjects were 
attending to and successfully completing the 3-back task, 48.6% of the 3-back responses 
were correct, which is significantly above the chance percentage of 11.1% [since there 
are 9 possible responses; P(k/n ≥ .486) < .001].   
Consistent with Experiment 1a and the predictions of the UVSDT criterion shift 
model, the standard mirror effect emerged, with both a higher HR for LF targets 
compared to HF targets (LF: .74, HF: .71; t36 = 2.040, p = .049, Cohen's d = .343) and a 
lower FAR to LF lures compared to HF lures (LF: .12, HF: .18; t36 = 5.156, p < .001, 
Cohen's d = .907; see Table 1).  The ROC for these data (Panel B of Figure 7) graphically 
depicts the sensitivity advantage for LF items, as the LF points are generally shifted 
upward relative to the HF points.  The fact that the LF points are also shifted leftward 
relative to the corresponding HF points demonstrates a more conservative bias for LF 
items.  Somewhat tempering the evidence against the recollective component of the SAC 
model, however, sensitivity did not appear to be reduced relative to the control condition 
of Experiment 1a (da = 1.33 vs. 1.23 for HF items and 1.51 vs. 1.68 for LF items in 
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Experiment 1b and 1a, respectively), suggesting that the divided attention manipulation 
may not have been successful.  If the divided attention task had successfully reduced the 
resources (recollective or otherwise) available for the recognition task, a decrease in 
overall sensitivity should have occurred.  In the absence of such a sensitivity deficit, it 
could be possible that this manipulation induced a speed-accuracy tradeoff whereby 
subjects slowed down their responding in order to maintain reasonable accuracy.  
However, comparing the mean response times from the divided attention condition to the 
control condition, responding is actually faster in the former condition (see Table 1), 
suggesting that the manipulation did not hurt performance either in terms of sensitivity or 
response time.  Without any evidence that the divided attention manipulation prevented 
recollection from contributing to performance, the existence of a full mirror effect in this 
condition is consistent with both models. 
Despite successfully predicting the qualitative pattern of results, the UVSDT 
model again failed to provide an acceptable quantitative fit to the data.  Table 2 and 
Figure 8 (Panel B) present the parameter estimates for the UVSDT fits, with the 
distribution means again revealing the predicted mirror pattern (LF lures, HF lures, HF 
targets, LF targets) and the LF target distribution showing the predicted increase in 
variance compared to the HF target distribution for both models.  As in Experiment 1a, 
the variances are more similar for the HF and LF targets and HF and LF lures in the fixed 
criteria model.  Though the criterion shift model provided a superior account of the 
confidence rating data compared to the fixed criteria model (ΔG23 = 11.16, p = .011; see 
Table 3), this result is again nullified by the generally poor fits for both models.  As in 
Experiment 1a, both the criterion shift and fixed criteria UVSDT models are significantly 
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rejected in terms of G
2
 (criterion shift: G
2
6 = 16.87, p = .010; fixed criteria: G
2
9 = 28.03, p 
< .001).  Panel B of Figure 8 shows that both models are capturing the general pattern of 
the data much better than in Experiment 1a, but the small deviations for the moderate 
confidence ratings are resulting in significant misfits in both cases. 
Experiment 1c- Speeded Responding 
Experiment 1c included the same materials and general design as Experiment 1a 
with the addition of a severe time pressure at test to eliminate the contribution of the 
relatively slow recollective process in the dual-process framework (Yonelinas, 1994; 
1999).  Similar to the effects of divided attention, when subjects are forced to respond 
before recollection can contribute to performance, those responses must rely entirely on 
the faster familiarity or resting activation process.  As a result, SAC predicts an 
elimination of the LF HR advantage, with decisions based solely on familiarity or resting 
activation leading to a higher HR and FAR for the more familiar HF items.  UVSDT 
predicts an intact HR effect with somewhat reduced accuracy compared to the baseline 
Experiment 1a.   
As with the findings for divided attention, there is some inconsistency in the 
literature regarding the effects of speeded responding on the mirror effect.  Hintzman et 
al. (1994) incorporated a similar design to provide evidence against the conscious 
appraisal of memorability as predicted by Brown et al.’s (1977) subjective memorability 
approach.  In Hintzman et al.’s experiments, the LF HR advantage remained at response-
signal lags of 450 and 750 ms following a lexical decision encoding task and at lags of 
100, 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 ms following a concreteness rating encoding task.  
Critically, the LF HR advantage was eliminated at 175 ms for the lexical decision task, 
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providing some inconsistency in results that could be due to the nature of the encoding 
task or simply a floor effect from poor accuracy at the fastest response signal lags.  The 
present experiment will attempt to resolve this inconsistency using a standard encoding 
design. 
Method 
Subjects 
Forty undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst 
participated in this study for extra credit in their psychology courses. 
Materials 
The same LF and HF stimuli from Experiments 1a and 1b were used in this 
experiment. 
Procedure 
Experiment 1c was identical to Experiment 1a with the exception that subjects 
were instructed to make their old-new response within 500 ms, but all responses made 
within 750 ms were recorded in order to reduce data loss.  The 750 ms cut-off was chosen 
as a response deadline because experimental assessments of the time course of 
recollection suggest that this process peaks between 800 and 1100 ms (Yonelinas & 
Jacoby, 1994).  Unlike the response-signal paradigm, a minimum RT was not enforced in 
the current experiment, and subjects were simply instructed to respond as quickly as 
possible once the test word appeared on the screen.  If a response was not registered 
within the 750 ms response deadline, the item was skipped and the response was not 
included in data analysis.  Once an old-new response was made, subjects were prompted 
to make the corresponding confidence decision as quickly as possible by pressing “1” for 
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“maybe,” “2” for “probably,” and “3” for “sure.”  A second response deadline was not 
imposed, so it is possible that recollection could contribute to the secondary confidence 
ratings.  Before each new trial began, subjects were instructed to place their index fingers 
on the appropriate response keys and to press the space bar with their thumb when ready 
for the next test word.  Prior to completing the study and test session, subjects completed 
a training block to practice responding within the deadline, during which the words ‘old’ 
or ‘new’ appeared on the screen, and subjects were instructed to press the corresponding 
key as quickly as possible.  Following the training block, subjects also completed a 
practice recognition task with speeded responding at test.   
Results and Discussion 
Due to the difficulty in finding a response deadline that was sufficient to eliminate 
recollection without severely impairing recognition performance, 15 subjects performed 
at chance on the memory test (dʹ < .5) and were excluded from the following analyses.  
This level of subject loss was anticipated.  Rather than implementing a longer response 
deadline to avoid data loss, we chose to keep the more stringent deadline to preclude the 
possibility that recollection might be contributing to the old-new responses.  Of the 25 
remaining subjects, 16.6% of responses were not registered before the deadline, with the 
proportion of data loss ranging from 6.9% to 36.3% across subjects.  Importantly, the 
proportion of missed responses did not differ for HF and LF test items (HF: .16, LF: .17; 
t24 = 1.354, p = .188).   
Unlike the results of Experiments 1a and 1b and consistent with the predictions of 
SAC, the HR advantage in Experiment 1c belonged to the HF targets rather than the LF 
targets (LF: .67, HF: .74; t24 = 2.769, p = .011, Cohen's d = .555).  Consistent with 
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Experiments 1a and 1b and the predictions of SAC and UVSDT, LF lures had a lower 
FAR compared to HF lures (LF: .26, HF: .39; t24 = 4.845, p < .001, Cohen's d = .980; see 
Table 1).  While overall sensitivity as measured by da is still numerically higher for LF 
items compared to HF items (1.07 vs. 0.96), there is a substantial difference in response 
bias across frequencies (ca = 0.30 and -0.58 for LF and HF, respectively), as subjects are 
much more willing to say that HF items had been previously studied.  The response bias 
difference is also evident in the ROCs for these data (Panel C of Figure 7), as there is a 
strong and consistent leftward shift for LF points relative to the corresponding HF points.  
The ROCs also highlight an aberrant point in the normally curvilinear ROCs for each 
frequency class, as the middle point is much lower than the surrounding points.  Since 
subjects are making a speeded old-new response followed by an unspeeded confidence 
rating, it is possible that these points reflect cases where subjects have changed their 
minds about the initial old-new decision (Van Zandt & Maldonado-Molina, 2004).  In 
these cases, subjects might initially respond “old,” but after having more time to assess 
the item and deciding that it was actually new, the only course of action is to rate the 
initial decision with the lowest confidence.  This pattern of responding would lead to a 
disproportionately high number of low-confidence false alarms, which is consistent with 
the ROCs in Figure 7.  Rotello, Macmillan, and Van Tassel (2000) observed similarly 
low middle points on the ROC in two associative recognition experiments (Experiments 3 
and 4) and showed that guessing for moderately familiar items could also produce this 
pattern of data.  
While the HR difference across frequency categories is certainly consistent with 
the SAC model on the surface, the comparison of HRs becomes problematic in the 
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presence of response bias changes, as HRs alone do not provide a measure of sensitivity 
that is independent of bias.  In the current experiment, the overall bias or willingness to 
respond “old” has increased quite dramatically for the HF items.  When comparing these 
results to Experiment 1a, for example, the HR for HF items did not change much (.74 vs. 
.72), but the FAR has increased dramatically (.39 vs. .23), suggesting an overall more 
liberal bias for HF items in Experiment 1c.  While the LF FAR also increased from 
Experiment 1a to Experiment 1c (.26 vs. .14), the LF HR actually decreased (.67 vs. .78), 
suggesting an overall decrease in sensitivity without a major change in response bias (the 
target and lure distributions moved closer together).  When comparing the response bias 
for HF and LF items in the current experiment, it is clear that subjects were much more 
willing to respond “old” to HF items compared to LF items (ca = -0.58 for HF and 0.30 
for LF).  The HR advantage for HF items in this condition, then, could be due to one of 
two factors: 1) a sensitivity advantage for HF compared to LF targets resulting from their 
higher resting activation or familiarity, or 2) an overall increase in subjects’ willingness 
to call any HF item old, regardless of whether it was studied or not, which would result in 
an increased HR and FAR relative to LF items.  Only the first scenario would provide 
evidence in favor of the SAC model, but since the SAC model does not provide a 
measure of response bias that is independent from sensitivity, these two alternative 
explanations for the data are not easily reconciled. 
In order to assess the degree to which these ambiguous results provide support for 
the SAC model, data were simulated to determine the range of predicted frequency 
effects that the SAC model can encompass when recollection is expected to contribute to 
performance as in Experiment 1a and when it is not expected to contribute as in 
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Experiments 1b and 1c.  HR and FAR data were generated for HF and LF items by 
cycling through a range of possible parameter values for the free parameters of event 
threshold (range: 36 – 270), event standard deviation (range: 35 – 55), word threshold 
(range: 46 – 124), and word standard deviation (range: 1 – 15).  The ranges for the 
threshold and standard deviation parameters were set to encompass the values obtained 
from fits in Experiment 2 and the range of observed parameter values from individual 
subject fits reported in a similar experiment by Reder et al. (2000).  All other parameters 
were fixed to the values reported by Schunn, Reder, Nhouyvanisvong, Richards, and 
Stroffolino (1997) and Reder et al. (2000) or values obtained from fits in Experiment 2
2
.   
Figure 10 depicts the range of possible HR and FAR effects when recollection is 
or is not contributing to performance, with both effects calculated as LF minus HF such 
that the standard mirror effect would produce a positive HR effect and a negative FAR 
effect.  The pattern of predicted results when recollection is contributing to performance 
(Panel A) reveals a trade-off between the HR and FAR effects, as an increase in either the 
HR or FAR effect requires a decrease in the corresponding effect.  This prediction is a 
result of the model’s separate mechanisms for the two effects; as recollection increases 
and dominates performance, the HR effect will increase while the familiarity driven FAR 
effect will approach zero at the extreme.  Likewise, as familiarity increases and 
dominates performance, the FAR will increase but the recollection-driven HR effect will 
                                                 
2
Since the current experiments used the HAL corpus to estimate frequency, the values of the pre-
experimental frequency parameters, originally based on the Kučera and Francis corpus, differed from 
Schunn et al. (1997) and Reder et al. (2000).  The current values were selected by obtaining the mean 
Kučera and Francis estimates for the subset of our stimuli that were included in that corpus.  Several other 
values, including those reported by Reder et al. (2000), were also explored without a corresponding 
improvement in Experiment 2 fits. 
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approach zero.  Another prediction of the SAC model that is confirmed by the model 
simulation is that SAC can predict a HR effect reversal (higher HR for HF items) when 
the contribution of recollection is minimal.  The extreme case, when recollection does not 
contribute to performance at all, can be seen in Panel B of Figure 10.  Here, the model 
can only predict the absence or reversal of the standard HR effect when familiarity is 
driving performance.   
In order to see if the results of Experiment 1 fall within the range of effects that 
SAC can accommodate, we can compare the observed effects with the predicted range of 
effects.  The points labeled ‘A’ and ‘B’ in Panel A of Figure 10 depict the observed 
frequency effects in Experiments 1a and 1b, respectively, and they clearly fall outside the 
range of effects that SAC can predict with plausible parameter values reported in the 
literature.  The observed HR effects are consistently larger than those predicted by SAC.  
The observed effect in Experiment 1c is not depicted, as the obtained FAR effect, -0.13, 
falls completely outside the range of FAR effects predicted by SAC either with or 
without recollection.  The largest predicted FAR effect of -0.12 would require either a 
small HR effect reversal or no HR effect, while the actual observed HR effect reversal 
was quite large (-0.07).  Similarly, the observed effects for Experiments 1a, 1b, and 1c all 
fall completely outside the range of predicted values when recollection does not 
contribute to performance (Panel B of Figure 10), so the observed points are not depicted 
on the graph.  Despite SAC’s successful prediction of the qualitative pattern of findings 
in Experiments 1a and 1c, the results of these simulations provide strong evidence against 
SAC’s dual-process account of the data.  To preview, the state-trace analysis provided by 
Experiment 2 will also support this conclusion. 
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Similar to the fate of the SAC model, the UVSDT model also failed to provide an 
acceptable quantitative fit to the data.  Table 2 and Figure 8 (Panel C) present the 
parameter estimates for the UVSDT fits, with the HR effect reversal in the data leading to 
a re-ordering of the target distribution means.  Rather than the typical strength benefit for 
LF targets, here the HF and LF targets are essentially on top of one another.  Though the 
criterion shift model provided a superior account of the confidence rating data compared 
to the fixed criteria model (ΔG23 = 13.65, p = .003; see Table 3), this result is again 
nullified by the extremely poor fits for both models.  As in Experiment 1a and 1b, both 
the criterion shift and fixed criteria UVSDT models are significantly rejected in terms of 
G
2
 (criterion shift: G
2
6 = 204.17, p < .001; fixed criteria: G
2
9 = 217.82, p < .001).  A 
visual inspection of the observed and predicted points (Panel C of Figure 8) shows major 
misfits for the moderate confidence ratings for both models.  These abnormally low data 
points pull down the predicted ROC, leading to overpredictions for these points and 
underpredictions for all other points.  As outlined above, it seems likely that these 
aberrant points reflect either guessing or response reversals from the speeded old-new 
decision to the confidence rating or guessing.  Capturing this full pattern of data would 
require a more sophisticated model that incorporates the accumulation of information 
over time (e.g., Van Zandt & Maldonado-Molina, 2004; Ratcliff & Starns, 2009), so the 
inability of the UVSDT models to fit these data should not be taken as evidence against 
their applicability in the absence of response reversals.   
Experiment 2 
While Experiment 1 targeted the recollective component of the SAC model by 
incorporating conditions that should eliminate the contribution of recollection, 
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Experiment 2 targeted the UVSDT criterion shift account of the mirror effect by 
manipulating the perceptibility of the frequency classes.  The criterion shift account 
requires that subjects first realize there are frequency classes before they can adjust their 
criteria on the basis of frequency, so masking the presence of distinct frequency groups 
should eliminate, or at least reduce, the mirror effect.  Experiment 2 therefore included 
LF, MF, and HF targets and lures, and the grouping of these classes varied across 
conditions to influence their perceptibility.  Experiment 2a attempted to preclude any 
criterion shift at test by completely randomizing the study and test orders for LF, MF, and 
HF targets and lures.  Experiment 2b included blocked frequency classes, with LF and 
HF items randomized together in the first two-thirds of the study and test block (as in 
standard frequency experiments) and MF items occurring together in the last third of the 
study and test.  Finally, Experiment 2c replaced the MF items with a maze filler task to 
assess the influence of the intervening MF study items on the criterion placement at test.  
The same stimuli were used in each condition (with the exception of the maze task 
replacing the MF items in Experiment 2c), and subjects were randomly assigned to 
conditions. 
In addition to assessing the role of criterion shifts in the mirror effect, the 
potential elimination of a criterion shift in Experiment 2a provided a means to directly 
assess the dimensionality of the recognition data using State-Trace analysis (Bamber, 
1979).  In order to provide enough data points for state-trace, remember-know responses 
were collected, and a repetition manipulation was included in each of the three 
conditions, with targets presented either once, twice, or three times at study.    
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Experiment 2a- Random Presentation 
Experiment 2a attempted to preclude a criterion shift by fully intermixing LF, 
MF, and HF items at study and test.  If subjects are unaware of the different frequency 
classes, it should prevent a frequency-based criterion shift at test, thereby eliminating the 
mirror effect according to the UVSDT criterion shift model.  Shiffrin, Huber, and 
Marinelli (1995) successfully implemented a similar design by mixing exemplars from 
categories of varying lengths and strengths to avoid criterion shifts.   
Because adding MF items should not change the resting activation or fan size of 
the HF and LF items, SAC predicts a standard mirror effect when only the LF and HF 
items are analyzed.  SAC also predicts more “remember” responses for LF targets, as the 
smaller fans associated with these items should result in more recollection.  The criterion 
shift model also predicts more “remember” responses for LF targets, but this pattern 
should be due to differences in strength or distance from the criterion rather than 
recollection (Dunn, 2004; Wixted & Stretch, 2004). 
Since the response criteria are likely to stay fixed throughout the test without 
perceptible frequency classes, this design allowed us to use state-trace analysis (Bamber, 
1979) to test the dimensionality of the data to distinguish between the single process 
UVSDT model (with variance as a function of sensitivity) and the dual process SAC 
model.  State-trace analysis includes a plot of the relationship between two dependent 
variables across conditions, with the assumption that the data should fall on a single 
monotonic function if the two variables reflect a single underlying dimension or process.  
While dissociations are often cited as evidence for multiple processes (e.g., Gardiner, 
Gregg, Mashru, & Thaman, 2001), Dunn (2004) showed that a single-process model such 
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as SDT could account for any pattern of dissociations reported in the remember-know 
literature.  Furthermore, in a meta-analysis of 37 remember-know studies, Dunn (2008) 
used state-trace to confirm that the majority of these cases are best described by a 
unidimensional model such as UVSDT rather than a two-dimensional model such as 
DPSD.   
While most experiments including frequency manipulations were excluded from 
the meta-analysis because criterion shifts could not be ruled out, Dunn analyzed Reder et 
al.’s (2000) continuous recognition study that included a frequency manipulation.  Rather 
than assessing dimensionality within frequency classes, Dunn assessed separate state-
trace functions for LF and HF categories across the independent variable of stimulus 
repetitions.  In both Reder et al.’s original data and a replication study by Dunn, state-
trace analyses supported a one-dimensional SDT model, even when frequency classes 
were collapsed in Dunn’s replication.  Confirming the conclusions drawn from the 
behavioral remember-know data, Freeman, Dennis, and Dunn (2010) conducted a state-
trace analysis of ERP data to show that the FN400 and LPC components thought to index 
familiarity and recollection, respectively, are actually best described by a single process 
model such as UVSDT.   
In order to apply state-trace to our data, it is necessary to assume constant criteria 
so that UVSDT collapses into a single-process model and can be contrasted with the 
dual-process SAC model.  With this restriction, UVSDT predicts a single monotonic 
state-trace function when remember hits (Ro) are plotted against remember and know hits 
(RKo; standard hit rate) for both LF and HF items from each repetition class.  SAC, with 
its two freely varying parameters, predicts a two-dimensional state-trace surface, which 
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allows SAC the flexibility of predicting an infinitely greater range of one- or two-
dimensional outcomes compared to UVSDT’s highly constrained predictions.  Given 
SAC’s flexibility to predict such a wide range of outcomes, the a priori probability of any 
particular outcome is extremely unlikely.  While this more flexible model necessarily 
encompasses the predictions of the simpler UVSDT model, the finding that the data are 
consistent with UVSDT would place the burden of explanation on SAC, as the finding of 
a single monotonic function consistent with UVSDT would be extremely coincidental 
under SAC’s assumptions.  As a result, the finding of a single monotonic function would 
provide strong evidence in favor of UVSDT based on parsimony. 
Method 
Subjects 
 Thirty-eight undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst 
participated in this study for extra credit in their psychology courses.  
Materials 
 Targets and lures for this and following conditions were drawn from a pool of 60 
HF (logHAL range: 8-10; mean = 8.9), 60 MF (logHAL range: 6-8; mean = 6.9), and 60 
LF (logHAL range: 4-6; mean = 5.1) concrete nouns.  Stimuli were matched for word 
length (range: 4-8 letters; mean = 6.1), number of syllables (range: 1-3; mean = 2.0), and 
number of orthographic neighbors (range: 0-4 letters; mean = 1.0) across frequency 
classes.   
Procedure 
Subjects studied 30 LF, 30 MF, and 30 HF words in a random order for 2 seconds 
each.  In order to provide enough data points for state-trace analysis, a strength 
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manipulation was also included.  Ten words from each frequency class were studied 
once, ten were studied twice, and ten were studied three times, with each repetition 
spaced out randomly throughout the entire study list.  The study list therefore contained 
180 item presentations, with each repetition counting as a separate presentation.  At test, 
the original 90 study items were presented once each along with 90 new items (30 from 
each frequency class).  Items occurred in a random order, and subjects were first asked to 
rate their confidence that each word was studied by pressing "1" for "sure old," "2" for 
"probably old," "3" for "maybe old," "4" for "maybe new," "5" for "probably new," and 
"6" for "sure new."  Items that subjects called “old” by responding 1, 2, or 3 prompted a 
remember-know decision.  Subjects were instructed to respond "remember" if they 
thought the item was old because they could recollect specific details about when that 
item was studied (e.g., I remember the word ‘watermelon’ was old because when I saw 
that word I thought of my sister whose favorite fruit is watermelon).  If the subject just 
knew a word was old without being able to recollect specific details about the study 
event, they were instructed to respond "know."  If an item was called “new” in the initial 
confidence rating (responses 4, 5, or 6), a remember-know response was not required, 
and the next test item was presented.  Subjects were given as much time as necessary to 
complete each of the memory responses, and the test word remained on the screen until 
all required responses were made. 
Results and Discussion 
The standard mirror effect emerged in this experiment with both a higher HR for 
LF targets compared to HF targets averaging across repetitions (LF: .79, HF: .75; t37 = 
2.768, p = .009, Cohen's d = .449) and a lower FAR to LF lures compared to HF lures 
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(LF: .09, HF: .20; t37 = 5.812, p < .001, Cohen's d = .943; see Table 4).  When analyzing 
the HR portion of the mirror effect separately at each level of repetition, a significant 
effect emerged only for targets presented 3 times (LF: .89, HF: .84; t37 = 3.141, p = .003, 
Cohen's d = .510), though the HRs were numerically higher for LF targets at every 
repetition level.  Though not of primary interest in this experiment, the MF HRs and 
FARs are also provided in Table 4 for completeness.  Both models predict that these HRs 
and FARs should fall somewhere between their HF and LF counterparts.  The MF HR 
averaging across repetitions (.75) was lower than the LF HR but did not differ from the 
HF HR, and the MF FAR (.13) fell between the HF and LF FARs.   
The ROCs for the LF and HF data (Panel A of Figure 11) graphically depicts the 
sensitivity advantage for LF items, as the LF points are shifted upward relative to the HF 
points for each level of repetition.  The fact that the LF points are also shifted leftward in 
ROC space compared to the corresponding HF points demonstrates a more conservative 
bias for LF items, which is consistent with the finding that the criterion for responding 
“old” tends to increase (i.e., become more conservative) as memory strength increases 
(Hirshman, 1995).  
In addition to resulting in fewer false alarms, LF lures also received fewer false 
recollective “remember” responses at test.  Somewhat problematic for the SAC model’s 
mechanism for the LF HR advantage, LF targets did not engender significantly more 
“remember” responses compared to HF targets for the comparisons that yielded 
significant HR advantages (averaging across repetitions: LF: .40, HF: .36; t37 = 1.531, p = 
.134, Cohen's d = .248; targets presented 3 times: LF: .46, HF: .44; t37 = .428, p = .671, 
Cohen's d = .069).  The only condition that revealed a significant difference in the 
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proportion of “remember” responses for HF and LF targets was the single repetition 
condition (LF: .34, HF: .27; t37 = 2.923, p = .006, Cohen's d = .474), which did not reveal 
a statistically significant corresponding HR difference.   
While the presence of a mirror effect in this experiment is problematic for the 
UVSDT criterion shift model if our manipulation was successful in precluding a criterion 
shift, it is possible that our design did not successfully mask the presence of frequency 
categories, thereby allowing subjects to adjust their criteria as a function of frequency.  
The current design was inspired by Shiffrin et al. (1995), who successfully prevented 
criterion shifts by mixing exemplars from categories of varying lengths and strengths.  
Our stimuli differ from Shiffrin et al.’s in an important way, however, as the variable of 
interest in our experiment (frequency) is inherent in the stimulus, unlike the variables of 
interest in the Shiffrin et al. study (category strength and category length).  In order to 
successfully shift one’s criterion at test in the Shiffrin et al. study, one would need to both 
recognize the categorized nature of the stimulus lists and successfully encode and retrieve 
information from an entire category of items.  In the current design, all the information 
required to shift one’s criterion is present in the stimulus (the frequency of that particular 
word).  Subjects in the current experiment could conceivably shift their criteria at test 
regardless of the extent of their knowledge about the composition of the study list as a 
whole.  
While the presence of a criterion shift in this experiment was not expected, the 
critical comparison between the UVSDT and SAC models is the dimensionality 
assessment afforded by state-trace analysis.  While the presence of a mirror effect seems 
to require both a strength parameter and a criterion location parameter, UVSDT can still 
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collapse into a single-parameter model with one additional constraint.  Similar to the 
restriction outlined above that variance is assumed to scale with strength, it is also a 
reasonable and empirically validated assumption to restrict the criterion location to scale 
in a similar way with strength.  Hirshman (1995) demonstrated just this finding in four 
experiments that manipulated strength within list by increasing presentation duration, as 
criterion placement became more conservative as memory strength increased.  This 
restriction is also consistent with the current results, as subjects in Experiments 1 and 2 
were consistently more conservative in responding to LF items compared to HF items.  
This added constraint allows for the assessment of dimensionality via state-trace analysis 
in Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c, as UVSDT is now a single-parameter model that can be 
contrasted with the two-parameter SAC model even when a criterion shift is expected. 
Figure 12 (Panel A) depicts the state-trace plot for Experiment 2a, with Ro plotted 
against RKo for each level of repetition for HF, LF, and MF targets.  Consistent with a 
one-dimensional model such as the UVSDT model, the state-trace plot portrays a 
monotonically increasing function with no evidence for multiple functions as predicted 
by SAC.  While the two-parameter SAC model can certainly fit this function, it is 
extremely problematic for this model that the data happen to fall on a single function that 
is consistent with a more parsimonious, single-process model such as UVSDT.   
 In addition to the compelling state-trace results, direct model fits provide further 
evidence against the dual-process SAC interpretation and in favor of the single-process 
UVSDT model.  As in Experiment 1, two versions of the UVSDT model were fit to the 
confidence ratings for HF and LF items.  The ‘criterion shift’ model allowed the 5 
response criteria to vary across frequency, while the ‘fixed criteria’ model required that 
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the same criteria were used for both LF and HF confidence ratings.  The resulting 
parameter estimates for the two UVSDT models are presented in Table 5 (and graphically 
in Panel A of Figure 13), with both models predicting the expected order of distribution 
means (LF lures, HF lures, HF targets, LF targets) and target variances (LF old more 
variable than HF old).  As expected, the criterion shift model depicts a more conservative 
bias for LF items, as the LF decision criteria are shifted to the right on the strength axis.  
Two major differences emerge in the distributional parameter estimates for these models: 
first, the means and variances for the HF and LF target and HF and LF lure distributions 
are more similar in the fixed criterion model, and second, the LF lure distribution is more 
variable than the HF lure distribution for the criterion shift model only.  While most 
single-process models seem to predict a more variable LF lure distribution (see Figures 4, 
5, and 6), the state-trace constraint that variance should scale with sensitivity seems to 
require a model such as the fixed criterion model in which the variances scale with the 
mean of each distribution.  While both models provided an acceptable fit to the data in 
terms of G
2
 (criterion shift: G
2
6 = 6.39, p = .381; fixed criteria: G
2
9 = 8.61, p = .474; see 
Table 6), the model comparison test for nested models revealed that the simpler, fixed 
criterion model should be retained in favor of the more complex, criterion shift model 
(ΔG23 = 2.22, p = .528).  Plots of the observed and predicted ROC points (Panel A of 
Figure 14) show that both models are capturing the data remarkably well, with only 
minor misfits showing up for the most conservative HF points and the most liberal LF 
point in both cases.   
 While it is surprising that the fixed criterion model provided a superior account of 
the data compared to the criterion shift model, this conclusion is contingent on the 
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particular parameterization of these models.  Here, criterion location was parameterized 
in terms of the distance from the LF lure distribution, which may be masking actual 
decisional differences across frequency classes.  Several of the HF and LF criteria fall on 
top of one another in Figure 13, which implies unnecessary extra parameters in the 
model.  If a likelihood-based parameterization had been used instead, it is possible that 
these decisional frequency effects would be more apparent, thereby increasing the 
possibility that the extra parameters would be warranted.  For example, examining the 
criterion shift model in Panel A of Figure 13, several of the criteria that fall on top of 
each other in terms of distance from the LF lure distribution would return quite different 
values in terms of the ratio of the area under the target and lure distributions for each 
frequency class as conceptualized with a likelihood-based decision.  
 Unfortunately, the inability of the current implementation of the SAC model to fit 
confidence rating data precludes a direct comparison of model fits for the UVSDT and 
SAC models.  Despite this limitation, SAC was fit to the remember-know data, which 
still accomplishes our goal of assessing the existence of independent familiarity and 
recollection processes as specified in SAC.    
 The fitting procedures for the SAC model followed those outlined by Reder et al. 
(2000), and several parameters were fixed to values reported by Schunn et al. (1997) and 
Reder et al. (2000).  Only the standard deviations and thresholds for the event and word 
distributions free to vary (see Table 7 for a list of fixed and estimated parameter values).  
As can be seen in the G
2
 fit statistics reported in Table 8 and the observed and predicted 
remember and know rates depicted in Figure 15, the SAC model did not adequately fit 
the data and was significantly rejected (G
2
4 = 24.63, p < .001).  The biggest misfits for 
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the SAC model were a result of the model’s predictions that 1) the remember FAR would 
not differ for LF lures and HF lures, and 2) the know HR would be higher for HF targets 
compared to LF targets.  Neither of these patterns emerged in that data, as the remember 
FAR was lower for LF lures, and there was no difference in the know HRs across 
frequency classes.                                
Experiment 2b- Blocked Presentation 
Experiment 2b was identical to Experiment 2a with the exception of the grouping 
of items at study and test.  In this experiment, HF and LF words and their repetitions 
were grouped together at the beginning of the study as in a standard frequency 
experiment, and the MF words and their repetitions were studied together in the last third 
of the study block.  The same blocking scheme was used at test.  This design should 
make the frequency classes more evident, allowing subjects to shift their criteria at test as 
a function of frequency.   
The SAC model makes the same predictions as for Experiment 2a, with 
comparable “remember” rates, because blocking should not influence resting activations 
or fan sizes.  The UVSDT criterion shift model predicts a standard mirror effect with 
higher “remember” rates for LF words, as the salient frequency classes should allow for 
frequency-specific criterion shifts at test.   
Method 
Subjects 
Thirty-seven undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst 
participated in this study for extra credit in their psychology courses. 
Materials 
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 The same LF, MF, and HF targets and lures from Experiment 2a were used in this 
experiment. 
Procedure 
Experiment 2b was identical to Experiment 2a with study and test items blocked 
by frequency.  Subjects first studied only the LF and HF items, with all items including 
repetitions mixed together in a random order.  The MF items and their repetitions 
occurred at the end of the study list in a random order.  The test proceeded in the same 
blocked fashion, with the 30 LF targets and 30 HF targets mixed together with 30 LF 
lures and 30 HF lures.  The MF targets and lures were presented last.  As in Experiment 
2a, subjects first rated their confidence that each word was old and then completed the 
remember-know task for items that were called old. 
Results and Discussion 
Consistent with the results of Experiment 2a and the predictions of both the 
UVSDT criterion shift and SAC models, the full mirror effect was evident in this 
experiment.  LF words had both a higher HR averaging across repetition conditions (LF: 
.82, HF: .77; t36 = 2.725, p = .010, Cohen's d = .448) and a lower FAR (LF: .10, HF: .15; 
t36 = 3.714, p = .001, Cohen's d = .611; see Table 4) compared to HF words.  
Interestingly, the HR portion of the effect did not approach significance for any repetition 
condition when analyzed in isolation, though the means were all in the predicted 
direction.  It is likely that the increase in noise when analyzing only 10 items per subject 
from each repetition condition is responsible for this inconsistency in the statistical 
results.   
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While the ROCs for these data (Panel B of Figure 11) are generally similar to 
those for Experiment 2a, the lack of a significant HR effect for each repetition condition 
in this experiment resulted in a smaller upward shift of the LF points for each repetition 
condition.  The leftward shift in the LF points is also tempered relative to Experiment 2a, 
but an overall decrease in FARs consistent with a more conservative bias for LF 
compared to HF words is still evident.  This finding is consistent with both the results 
from Experiment 2a, Hirshman’s (1995) proclamation that criterion location increases 
with memory strength, and our restriction of the criterion placement in the state-trace 
analyses.    
In addition to resulting in fewer false alarms, LF lures also received fewer false 
recollective “remember” responses at test (LF: .03, HF: .05; t36 = 2.983, p = .005, Cohen's 
d = .490).  Problematic for the SAC model’s mechanism for the LF HR advantage, LF 
targets did not engender significantly more “remember” responses compared to HF 
targets for the only comparison that yielded a significant HR advantage (averaging across 
repetitions: LF: .39, HF: .41; t36 = .942, p = .352, Cohen's d = .155).  In fact, “remember” 
rates were numerically higher or equal for HF targets compared to LF targets for each 
repetition condition.   
The state-trace plot for this experiment (Panel B of Figure 12) replicates the 
general findings from Experiment 2a that a single process underlies Ro and RKo, as the 
plot portrays a monotonically increasing function with little evidence for multiple 
functions as predicted by SAC.  There is perhaps one deviation from this single function 
between the LF 3 repetition and HF 3 repetition points at the uppermost end of the 
function.  Limiting the evidence for multiple processes as predicted by SAC, though, the 
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aberrant HF point is actually higher on the remember hit dimension (y-axis) than the 
corresponding LF point, which is counter to SAC’s prediction that the recollection-driven 
remember responses should be higher for LF words.  While the two-parameter SAC 
model can fit this function, these data provide support for a parsimonious, single-process 
model such as UVSDT.   
The UVSDT and SAC model fits also mirror the general conclusions from 
Experiment 2a.  Table 5 and Figure 13 (Panel B) present the parameter estimates for the 
UVSDT fits, with the distribution means again revealing the predicted mirror pattern (LF 
lures, HF lures, HF targets, LF targets) and the LF target distribution showing the 
predicted increase in variance compared to the HF target distribution for both models.  As 
in Experiment 2a, the variances are much more similar for the HF and LF targets and HF 
and LF lures in the fixed criteria model, and the LF lure distribution is more variable than 
the HF lure distribution in the fixed criteria model only.  Though the fixed criteria model 
again provided a superior account of the confidence rating data compared to the criterion 
shift model (ΔG23 = 7.06, p = .070; see Table 6), this result is nullified by the generally 
poor fits for both models.  Unlike in Experiment 2a, both the criterion shift and fixed 
criteria UVSDT models are significantly rejected in terms of G
2
 (criterion shift: G
2
6 = 
12.71, p = .048; fixed criteria: G
2
9 = 19.77, p = .019).  Panel B of Figure 14 depicts the 
observed and predicted ROC points separately for HF and LF items.  While both models 
are capturing the general pattern of the data, a few small deviations for the moderate 
confidence ratings are cumulating into significant misfits in both cases. 
The SAC model also struggled with fits to the remember-know data (see Table 7 
for parameter estimates), and as in Experiment 2a, the model failed to provide an 
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acceptable fit to the data (G
2
4 = 53.37, p < .001; Table 8).  As can be seen in the plots of 
the observed and predicted remember and know rates (Panel B of Figure 15), the SAC 
model completely missed the pattern of remember and know responses to targets.  
Contrary to the SAC predictions, LF targets resulted in fewer remember responses and 
more know responses than HF targets.  Furthermore, the SAC model again failed to 
predict the reduced remember FAR for LF lures.    
Experiment 2c- Maze Control 
Experiment 2c was the same as Experiment 2b with the exception that there were 
no MF words at study or test.  Instead, a pen-and-paper maze task occupied the last third 
of the study block after the LF and HF words were randomly presented.  The maze filler 
was included to keep the average study-test lag constant from Experiment 2b, as the 
ultimate goal was to allow a comparison with Experiment 2b to examine the influence of 
the MF items on the initial criterion setting at test.   
Both models predict standard mirror effects in this case, with any influence of the 
MF items in Experiment 2b appearing in the LF and HF HRs and FARs and UVSDT 
parameter estimates across conditions 2b and 2c.  Importantly, although Experiments 2b 
and 2c differ in the number of study items, differences in list length have been found to 
influence recollection and not familiarity (Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1994), so list length was 
not expected to influence the familiarity-driven FARs from Experiment 2b to 2c.   
Method 
Subjects 
Thirty-nine undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts Amherst 
participated in this study for extra credit in their psychology courses. 
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Materials 
The same LF and HF items from Experiments 2a and 2b were used in this 
experiment, but no MF items appeared on the study or test lists.  In place of the MF 
items, subjects completed a pen-and-paper escape maze task obtained from 
www.mazestoprint.com.  The maze task was chosen to be difficult enough to prevent 
subjects from finishing before the allotted time had elapsed, and in fact, no one came 
close to solving the maze. 
Procedure 
This condition was identical to Experiment 2b except that a filler maze task 
replaced the MF items at the end of the study list.  Subjects studied the LF and HF items 
in a random order, worked on the maze task for 3 minutes (the same total duration as the 
90 MF items including repetitions in Experiment 2b), and then completed a test with the 
LF and HF targets mixed together with LF and HF lures.  No MF items appeared on the 
study or test.  Subjects rated their confidence and completed the remember-know task for 
items called old as in the previous conditions.  The purpose of the maze task was to 
control for the influence of intervening MF items on the criterion setting while also 
maintaining a constant mean study-test lag compared to Experiment 2a and Experiment 
2b.   
Results and Discussion 
Unlike the previous two conditions, the full mirror effect was not found in 
Experiment 2c.  The FAR to LF lures was significantly lower than the FAR to HF lures 
(LF = .12, HF = .21; t38 = 4.355, p < .001, Cohen's d = .697), but the HR difference did 
not approach significance for any level of comparison across repetitions (all ps > .1; see 
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Table 4).  The ROCs graphically confirm these findings, as the LF points are shifted 
leftward, suggesting a more conservative bias and lower FAR, but not consistently 
upward relative to the corresponding HF points (Panel C of Figure 11).  The remember 
rates also reflect this general pattern, as the LF lures received fewer false recollective 
“remember” responses compared to HF lures (LF = .04, HF = .07; t38 = 3.110, p = .004, 
Cohen's d = .498), but only the LF 2 repetition condition received more “remember” hits  
compared to the HF 2 repetition condition (LF = .48, HF = .39; t38 = 2.967, p = .005, 
Cohen's d = .475).   
Despite the lack of a full mirror pattern, we proceeded with the critical state-trace 
dimensionality analysis.  The state-trace plot replicates Experiments 2a and 2b and 
provides evidence for a single underlying process.  The plot depicted in Panel C of Figure 
12 portrays a monotonically increasing function with no evidence for multiple functions 
as predicted by SAC.  While the two-parameter SAC model can fit this function, these 
data suggest that a single-process model such as UVSDT provides a more parsimonious 
account.   
Finally, perhaps the most stringent test of the state-trace results requires plotting 
all points from Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c together and examining each pairwise set of 
points within each condition to quantify the overall evidence in favor of a single process.  
Figure 16 (Panel A) shows strong evidence in favor of a single underlying process, as the 
combined plot shows that the points from all three conditions generally fall on a single 
monotonic function.  In order to quantify the evidence in favor of this conclusion, each 
pairwise combination of points within a condition was compared as in Dunn (2008).  
First, the difference in Ro between each combination of points was constrained to be 
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positive, and the resulting difference between the corresponding RKo was calculated.  If 
the two points fall on a monotonic function, a positive change in Ro must be accompanied 
by a concomitant positive (or zero) change in RKo.  The points that satisfy this constraint 
are considered “concordant,” and those that deviate from this restriction are “discordant” 
and provide evidence against a single underlying process.  As can be seen in Panel B of 
Figure 16, the vast majority of the comparisons are concordant (47/50 or 94%), providing 
strong evidence in favor of a single-process theory such as the UVSDT model with 
variance and criterion restrictions.  As outlined in Dunn and James (2003), one way to 
characterize the magnitude of these discordant differences is to calculate the smallest 
change necessary to make the pair concordant as follows: 
size = min(|ΔRo|, + ΔRKo). (7) 
When applying Equation 7 to the three discordant differences (Experiment 2a: LF2/MF2 
and Experiment 2b: HF1/LF1 and HF3/LF3), the resulting sizes of the differences are .01, 
.01, and .02.  Given that each of these differences is less than or equal to the smallest 
standard error from any single data point (.02), it is likely that these small differences 
would not reach statistical significance when error is taken into account.  As a whole, the 
combined state-trace analysis provides compelling evidence in favor of a single process 
underlying remember and know responses rather than the recollection and familiarity 
distinction drawn by the dual-process SAC model.  
Consistent with the state-trace conclusions and the results from Experiments 2a 
and 2b, the quantitative model fits again provide support for the UVSDT model and cast 
doubt on the viability of the dual-process SAC model.  Table 5 and Figure 13 (Panel C) 
present the parameter estimates for the UVSDT fits, with the distribution means again 
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revealing the predicted mirror pattern (LF lures, HF lures, HF targets, LF targets) and the 
LF target distribution showing the predicted increase in variance compared to the HF 
target distribution for both models.  As in Experiments 2a and 2b, the variances are much 
more similar for the HF and LF targets and HF and LF lures in the fixed criteria model, 
and the LF lure distribution is more variable than the HF lure distribution in the fixed 
criteria model only.  Both the UVSDT fixed criteria model (G
2
9 = 10.10, p = .342; see 
Table 6) and the criterion shift model (G
2
6 = 9.51, p = .147) provided adequate fits to the 
data, with the fixed criteria model favored in the direct model comparison test for nested 
models (ΔG23 = .59, p = .899).  Panel C of Figure 14 depicts the observed and predicted 
ROC points separately for HF and LF items.  While both models are capturing the 
general pattern of the data, there are minor misfits in the moderate confidence responses 
for both models.  
While the SAC model just escaped rejection in fits to the remember-know data 
(see Table 7 for parameter estimates) with the conventional level of significance (G
2
4 = 
9.24, p = .055; see Table 8), the plots of the observed and predicted remember and know 
rates (Panel C of Figure 15) clearly reveal systematic misfits.  Contrary to the SAC 
predictions, LF targets resulted in fewer remember responses and more know responses 
than HF targets.  Furthermore, the SAC model again failed to predict a difference in 
remember false alarms that was observed in the data.   
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 
 
Experiments 1 and 2 offer converging evidence against SAC’s dual-process 
account of the WFE in recognition.  While SAC correctly predicted the qualitative 
findings of a full mirror pattern in Experiment 1a and a reversed HR effect in Experiment 
1c under speeded responding, model simulations revealed that SAC could not replicate 
the observed HR and FAR effects with plausible parameter estimates from the literature.  
In Experiment 1b, the presence of a full mirror pattern in conjunction with comparable 
accuracy rates to the control condition suggest an unsuccessful attempt to divide 
resources.  Assuming a failed manipulation, the SAC model correctly predicts a full 
mirror pattern, but again, the model simulations revealed a discrepancy between the 
observed quantitative findings and the range of predictions SAC can make with 
reasonable parameter values.  While it is possible that parameter values could have been 
selected to replicate the effects from Experiment 1, the parameter values used in the 
simulations were consistent with those reported in the literature and those obtained from 
direct fits in Experiment 2. 
Experiment 2 provided further evidence against the validity of the SAC model.  
First, the model was significantly rejected in direct fits to remember-know data in 
Experiments 2a and 2b, and just escaped rejection in Experiment 2c.  Even more 
problematic, however, was the systematic nature of the misfits, as SAC consistently 
overpredicted the remember HR advantage for LF words, incorrectly predicted a know 
HR advantage for HF words, and failed to predict the reduced LF remember FAR.  
Finally, perhaps the most compelling evidence against the dual-process account of the 
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mirror effect, the state-trace results revealed a consistently monotonic relationship 
between remember and know hits in Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c, which is indicative of a 
single underlying process.  While the dual-process SAC model can certainly replicate this 
pattern of results, the finding of a monotonic function across three sub-experiments is an 
extremely unlikely outcome if the true underlying model includes two processes.  This 
result provides evidence against not only the SAC model, one particular instantiation of 
the dual-process class of models, but also any other model that assumes multiple 
processes underlie the frequency effect in recognition.  Rather, the results are more 
consistent with a single-process model such as the UVSDT criterion shift model.  
Whether the UVSDT criterion shift model should be retained as the optimal single-
process model, however, is still open to debate. 
In terms of the validity of the UVSDT criterion shift’s account of the frequency 
effect, the results from Experiment 1 and 2 are mixed.  On the surface, the reversed HR 
effect in Experiment 1c is problematic for the UVSDT account, but the presence of a 
large bias effect in this experiment precludes the interpretation of the HR and FAR 
effects in isolation.  The basic architecture of the UVSDT criterion shift model assumes 
that subjects are more conservative in responding to LF items, and with a sufficiently 
conservative shift in bias from HF to LF items, this model can predict a lower HR and 
FAR for LF words.  The fact that this pattern only emerged under speeded responding 
could be explained by the relative ease of processing HF words.  For example, HF 
processing benefits emerge in a wide range of visual word recognition paradigms, 
including naming (Monsell, Doyle, & Haggard, 1989), lexical decision (Murray & 
Forster, 2004), semantic categorization (Norris, 2006; Monsell et al., 1989), priming 
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(Lété & Pynte, 2003), and eye fixations in reading (Inhoff & Rayner, 1986; Rayner & 
Duffy, 1986).  Across this diverse group of tasks, HF words consistently lead to faster 
and more accurate responses than LF words.  Perhaps when responses are sufficiently 
speeded, fluency or ease of processing is used as a proxy for familiarity, leading to a 
greater proportion of “old” responses to the easily processed HF targets and lures.   
Beyond UVSDT’s ability to account for the qualitative pattern of findings, it is 
also important to consider direct quantitative fits.  Neither the criterion shift model nor 
the fixed criteria model provided acceptable fits to the ROCs from Experiment 1.  Rotello 
et al. (2000) showed that guessing for moderately familiar items could produce the 
observed pattern of low middle points in the ROCs for Experiment 1c.  It is also possible 
that requiring separate old-new and confidence ratings engendered some systematic 
response strategies that do not emerge when subjects make a single response.  For 
example, it is possible that subjects may have changed their minds about the status of a 
test word after making the initial response, especially in the speeded responding 
condition, which would lead to systematic and predictable deviations from the theoretical 
ROC.  The two possible response reversals under this theory would be initial “old” or 
“new” decisions to items that are later determined to be new and old, respectively.  After 
making an incorrect old-new response, the only course of action is to rate that response 
with the lowest confidence, inflating either the FAR for the third ROC point (least 
confident “old” responses to new items) or the HR for the fourth ROC point (least 
confident “new” responses to old items).  The strongest evidence for this hypothesis 
appears in Experiment 1c under speeded responding, as the FAR for the third ROC point 
is clearly inflated relative to the other ROC points, leading to systematic misfits for the 
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UVSDT model.  Capturing this full pattern of data would require a more sophisticated 
model that incorporates the accumulation of information over time (e.g., Van Zandt & 
Maldonado-Molina, 2004; Ratcliff & Starns, 2009).  The inability of the UVSDT models 
to fit these data should not be taken as evidence against their applicability in the absence 
of response reversals or when response reversals can be completely corrected, as would 
be the case if subjects made a full 6-point confidence rating from “sure old” to “sure 
new” after the binary old-new judgment (e.g., Van Zandt & Maldonado-Molina, 2004; 
Rotello & Zeng, 2008).   
The model fits for Experiment 2, which required a single response on a continuum 
from “sure old” to “sure new,” should provide more compelling evidence regarding the 
validity of the UVSDT model.  In this case, the models provided acceptable fits to ROC 
data from Experiments 2a and 2c, and captured the general pattern of the data quite well 
in all three sub-experiments.  In the only case that that the models failed to provide an 
acceptable fit, it appears that minor deviations between model predictions and observed 
data are cumulating into a significant misfit, but there do not appear to be any systematic 
errors in prediction.  Somewhat surprisingly, the fixed criterion UVSDT model with one 
set of response criteria for HF and LF items provided significantly better fits than the 
criterion shift model in all cases.  While this finding is somewhat problematic for the 
criterion shift account of the mirror effect, this conclusion is contingent on the particular 
parameterization of these models.  Here, criterion location was parameterized in terms of 
the distance from the LF lure distribution, which may be masking actual decisional 
differences across frequency classes.  It is possible that a likelihood-based 
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parameterization, for example, would reveal decisional differences across frequency 
effects, thereby warranting the extra criteria parameters.   
Considering all evidence, the SAC model demonstrated systematic errors in 
prediction, while the UVSDT model accurately predicted the general pattern of effects in 
most cases.  State-trace analyses provided compelling evidence in favor of single-process 
rather than dual-process models of recognition memory, casting serious doubt on the 
value of the dual-process SAC model.  Furthermore, SAC’s inability to account for 
confidence rating data is a major limitation, as being able to predict confidence in 
memory decisions has important practical implications, including eyewitness testimony.  
The UVSDT model also struggled with fits to the separate old-new and confidence 
ratings in Experiment 1, but the model adequately captured the pattern of data when a 
single response was required in Experiment 2.  While model comparison tests suggested 
an advantage for the fixed criterion UVSDT model with a single set of criteria for HF and 
LF items, alternative parameterizations need to be explored before the criterion shift 
account can be definitively ruled out. 
Though directly testing each of the encoding- and retrieval-based models of the 
WFE is beyond the scope of this paper, the results of the current experiments would 
likely be problematic for the encoding-based mechanisms of differential attention 
(Mixture SDT, ALT, EPEA) and unequal strengthening of items with study (UVSDT 
distribution shift).  Since the stimuli and encoding conditions were constant across 
Experiments 1a, 1b, and 1c, it is unclear how these models would account for the HR 
effect reversal in Experiment 1c since the speeded responding manipulation occurred at 
test.  As for the remaining retrieval-stage mechanisms of diagnosticity of feature values 
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(REM), variability of feature values (SLiM), and context noise (BCDMEM), the results 
of Experiment 1c also pose a potential challenge.  While the mechanisms for the LF HR 
advantage should not directly be affected by speeded responding since the stimuli 
themselves are the same, it is possible that this manipulation would increase general noise 
in the decision processes.  These models would then need to assume that this increase in 
decision noise affected LF targets more than HF targets, which would require some post-
hoc justification. 
Finally, the current experiments highlight an important issue for the broader 
mirror effect literature.  While both the namesake of the effect itself and the standard 
method of assessing the mirror effect encourage the direct comparison of HRs and FARs 
for HF and LF words, caution needs to be employed in the presence of bias differences 
across frequency classes.  Ignoring such differences could lead to the misattribution of 
actual bias differences to the dissociation of HR and FAR effects, which has been cited as 
evidence in favor of distinct processes driving the effects.  For example, Joordens and 
Hockley (2000) reported 17 comparisons where manipulations aimed at reducing 
recollection eliminated the HR portion of the mirror effect without affecting the FARs, 
but without knowing whether these manipulations also induced bias effects, the results 
are ambiguous.  As in Experiment 1c, the absence of a LF HR advantage is not a marker 
for the absence of recollection, as these data are also consistent with a single-process 
model that incorporates bias differences across frequency classes.  In order to prevent 
such misinterpretations, it is imperative that model-based estimates of sensitivity and bias 
are obtained.  The current SAC model parameterization does not allow for a 
straightforward inclusion of bias effects, but perhaps the model could be extended to 
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include separate word or event thresholds across frequency classes.  While this 
modification could potentially improve SAC’s ability to fit these data, the state-trace 
evidence against the existence of multiple processes underlying recognition memory 
suggest that the parsimonious UVSDT model, which already contains a mechanism to 
capture bias effects, may be a more profitable pursuit. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
TABLES 
 
 
Table 1. Hit rates, false alarm rates, da, and ca for Experiments 1a, 1b, and 1c.  
 1a- Control (n=39)  1b- Divided (n=37)  1c- Speed (n=25) 
 HF   LF  HF LF  HF LF 
HR  .72 (.02)   * .78 (.02)     .71 (.03)  * .74 (.02)   .74 (.02)   * .67 (.02) 
FAR  .23 (.02)   * .14 (.02)     .18 (.02)  * .12 (.02)   .39 (.03)   * .26 (.02) 
da 1.23 1.68   1.33 1.51    0.96 1.07 
ca 0.18 0.33   0.45 0.45  -0.58  0.30 
RT 1474 (64) 1454 (63)  770 (51) 747 (52)  504 (8) 498 (9) 
Note: standard errors in parentheses; HR = hit rate, FAR = false alarm rate, RT = mean 
reaction times in ms; standard errors in parentheses; * indicates means that differ at p < 
.05 in paired t-tests. 
  
6
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Table 2. UVSDT Parameter Estimates for Experiments 1a, 1b, and 1c. 
  Experiment 1a Experiment 1b Experiment 1c 
Parameter Function Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
Fixed        
dLN Location of the LN distribution.      0       0       0      0       0      0  
sLN Standard deviation of the LN distribution.      1      1      1      1      1      1 
Free        
dHN Location of the HN distribution.  0.35  0.30   0.29  0.18  0.34  0.36 
dHO Location of the HO distribution.  1.41  1.64   1.31  2.00  1.52  1.68 
dLO Location of the LO distribution.  2.06  2.05   2.48  2.43  1.58  1.60 
sHN Ratio of the standard deviations of LN to HN.  1.32  1.05   1.66  0.95  1.17  1.03 
sHO Ratio of the standard deviations of LN to HO.  0.88  0.70   1.02  0.57  0.94  0.84 
sLO Ratio of the standard deviations of LN to LO.  0.63  0.63   0.46  0.47  0.84  0.82 
LF criteria LF response criteria (and HF in Model 2).        
c1LF   1.56  1.55   1.92  1.88  1.48  1.51 
c2LF   1.20  1.20   1.32  1.32  1.21  1.22 
c3LF   0.96  0.93   1.14  1.12  0.83  0.78 
c4LF   0.47  0.49   0.72  0.75  0.34  0.35 
c5LF  -0.25 -0.26  -0.27 -0.27  0.02  0.02 
HF criteria HF response criteria.       
c1HF   1.34 -   1.24 -  1.37 - 
c2HF   1.06 -   0.94 -  1.11 - 
c3HF   0.84 -   0.82 -  0.68 - 
c4HF   0.52 -   0.62 -  0.34 - 
c5HF  -0.10 -   0.02 -  0.05 - 
Note: LN = low-frequency new items, LO = low-frequency old items, HN = high-frequency new items, HO = high-frequency 
old items.  Model 1 allows criteria to vary for HF and LF items (16 free parameters), while Model 2 estimates one set of criteria 
for both classes of items (11 free parameters). 
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Table 3. UVSDT Model Fit Statistics for Experiment 1a, 1b, and 1c ROCs. 
 Criterion Shift (df = 6)  Fixed Criteria (df = 9)  Difference (df = 3) 
Exp. 
Max Log 
Likelihood AIC BIC G
2 
p 
 Max Log 
Likelihood AIC BIC G
2 
p 
 ΔG2 p 
1a -9338 18707 18816   71.12 <.001  -9342 18705 18780   79.17 <.001    8.05 .045 
1b -8174 16379 16486   16.87   .010  -8179 16380 16454   28.03 <.001  11.16 .011 
1c -4933   9899   9996 204.17 <.001  -4940   9902   9969 217.82 <.001  13.65 .003 
Note: The difference test assesses the null hypothesis that the simpler, Fixed Criteria model provides a better account of 
the data.   
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Table 4. Proportion of “Old” and “Remember” Responses to Targets and Lures in Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c. 
 2a- Random (n=38)  2b- Blocked (n=37)  2c- Maze (n=39) 
Reps HF  MF LF  HF MF LF  HF LF 
P(“Old”)           
0 .20 (.03)* .13 (.02)* .09 (.02)*  .15 (.02)*
+ 
.11 (.02)
+ 
.10 (.01)*  .21 (.03)* .12 (.02)* 
1 .62 (.04) .60 (.04) .67 (.05)  .64 (.03)* .54 (.05)*
+ 
.69 (.03)
+
  .69 (.03) .64 (.03) 
2 .78 (.04) .80 (.04) .81 (.04)  .78 (.03) .74 (.03)* .84 (.02)*  .82 (.03) .85 (.02) 
3 .84 (.03)* .84 (.04)
+
 .89 (.02)*
+
  .90 (.02)* .74 (.05)*
+
 .93 (.02)
+
  .89 (.02) .93 (.02) 
1/2/3 .75 (.04)* .75 (.03)
+
 .79 (.04)*
+
  .77 (.02)* .67 (.04)* .82 (.02)*  .80 (.02) .81 (.02) 
P(“R”)           
0 .07 (.01)*
+
 .03 (.01)
+
 .03 (.01)*  .05 (.01)* .03 (.01) .03 (.01)*  .07 (.01)* .04 (.01)* 
1 .27 (.04)* .26 (.04)
+
 .34 (.05)*
+
  .32 (.04) .26 (.04) .31 (.03)  .35 (.04) .28 (.03) 
2 .38 (.04) .40 (.04) .39 (.05)  .41 (.04) .38 (.04) .41 (.04)  .39 (.04)* .48 (.04)* 
3 .44 (.05) .43 (.04) .46 (.05)  .49 (.04)* .38 (.05)*
+
 .45 (.05)
+
  .49 (.05) .52 (.05) 
1/2/3 .36 (.04) .36 (.04) .40 (.04)  .41 (.03)* .34 (.04)* .39 (.04)  .41 (.04) .43 (.04) 
Note: Reps = number of study repetitions (0 = lures); 1/2/3 = the average proportion of responses across 
 repetition conditions; “R” = “remember” responses; standard errors in parentheses; * and + indicate means  
that differ at p < .05 in paired t-tests. 
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Table 5. UVSDT Parameter Estimates for Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c. 
  Experiment 2a Experiment 2b Experiment 2c 
Parameter Function Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
Fixed        
dLN Location of the LN distribution.      0       0       0      0       0      0  
sLN Standard deviation of the LN distribution.      1      1      1      1      1      1 
Free        
dHN Location of the HN distribution.  0.20  0.32  0.20  0.18  0.24  0.25 
dHO Location of the HO distribution.  1.59  2.47  1.57  2.31  1.67  2.67 
dLO Location of the LO distribution.  2.78  2.74  2.61  2.60  3.02  3.01 
sHN Ratio of the standard deviations of LN to HN.  1.38  0.91  1.50  0.97  1.47  0.87 
sHO Ratio of the standard deviations of LN to HO.  0.88  0.57  1.02  0.66  0.91  0.54 
sLO Ratio of the standard deviations of LN to LO.  0.54  0.55  0.63  0.64  0.46  0.46 
LF criteria LF response criteria (and HF in Model 2).        
c1LF   2.09  2.06  1.89  1.89  2.01  2.01 
c2LF   1.69  1.69  1.57  1.60  1.59  1.59 
c3LF   1.30  1.30  1.23  1.22  1.16  1.15 
c4LF   0.69  0.71  0.52  0.52  0.53  0.53 
c5LF   0.03  0.03 -0.12 -0.11  0.04  0.04 
HF criteria HF response criteria.       
c1HF   1.33 -  1.30 -  1.27 - 
c2HF   1.09 -  1.13 -  1.03 - 
c3HF   0.84 -  0.86 -  0.77 - 
c4HF   0.46 -  0.42 -  0.41 - 
c5HF   0.00 -  0.01 -  0.12 - 
Note: LN = low-frequency new items, LO = low-frequency old items, HN = high-frequency new items, HO = high-frequency 
old items.  Model 1 allows criteria to vary for HF and LF items (16 free parameters), while Model 2 estimates one set of criteria 
for both classes of items (11 free parameters). 
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Table 6. UVSDT Model Fit Statistics for Experiment 2a, 2b, and 2c ROCs. 
 Criterion Shift (df = 6)  Fixed Criteria (df = 9)  Difference (df = 3) 
Exp. 
Max Log 
Likelihood AIC BIC G
2 
p 
 Max Log 
Likelihood AIC BIC G
2 
p 
 ΔG2 p 
2a -6113 12258 12361   6.39 .381  -6114 12250 12321   8.61 .474  2.22 .528 
2b -5879 11790 11892 12.71 .048  -5882 11787 11857 19.77 .019  7.06 .070 
2c -6134 12299 12403   9.51 .147  -6134 12290 12361 10.10 .342  0.59 .899 
Note: The difference test assesses the null hypothesis that the simpler, Fixed Criteria model provides a better account of 
the data.  In all cases, the Fixed Criteria model outperformed the Criterion Shift model. 
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Table 7. SAC Parameter Estimates for Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c. 
Parameter Function Value 
Fixed     
cN Growth constant for base-level activation 25 
dN Decay constant for base-level activation          0.175 
cL Growth constant for link strength 25 
dL Decay constant for link strength        0.12 
ti Time parameter 60 
Input activation Input current activation 40 
Preexperimenal frequency Based on Kučera & Francis     
HF  21 
LF    3 
Frequency exponent Converts frequency to baseline activation     0.4 
Fan exponent Converts frequency to preexisting fan     0.7 
Free  Value- 2a Value- 2b Value- 2c 
σe Event node decision standard deviation 46.38 46.64 44.62 
σw Word node standard deviation   8.07   7.72   8.04 
Te Event node decision threshold 69.14 67.83 64.03 
Tw Word node decision threshold 52.46 52.34 51.80 
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Table 8. SAC Model Fit Statistics for Experiment 2a, 2b, and 2c Remember-Know 
Data. 
Exp. 
Max Log 
Likelihood AIC BIC G
2 
p 
2a -2512 5034 5056 24.63 < .001 
2b -2412 4832 4854 53.37 < .001 
2c -2644 5296 5319   9.24    .055 
Note: df = 4.
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FIGURES 
 
 
 
Figure 1. SAC model (Reder et al., 2000) 
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Figure 2. BCDMEM (Dennis & Humphreys, 2001) 
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Figure 3. Equal-variance SDT criterion shift model from Stretch & Wixted 
(1998)  
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Figure 4. UVSDT distribution shift model from DeCarlo (2007) 
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Figure 5. Mixture SDT from DeCarlo (2007) 
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Figure 6. ALT decision axis (Glanzer, Adams, Iverson, & Kim, 1993) 
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Figure 7: ROCs for HF and LF items for Experiments 1a (Panel A), 1b 
(Panel B), and 1c (Panel C). 
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  Model 1- Criterion Shift Model 2- Fixed Criteria 
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Figure 8. UVSDT estimates for Experiments 1a (Panel A), 1b (Panel B), 
and1c (Panel C).  Model 1 includes separate criteria for HF and LF items, while 
Model 2 estimates one set of criteria for both item types. 
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Figure 9. Observed ROCs and UVSDT estimates for HF and LF items in 
Experiments 1a (Panel A), 1b (Panel B), and 1c (Panel C).  
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Figure 10: SAC model simulations with recollection (Panel A) or no 
recollection (Panel B) contributing to performance.  The ‘A’ and ‘B’ points in Panel 
A represent the observed effects from Experiments 1a and 1b, respectively. 
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Figure 11: ROCs for HF and LF items with 1, 2, and 3 repetitions for 
Experiments 2a (Panel A), 2b (Panel B), and 2c (Panel C). 
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Figure 12: State-trace plots for Experiments 2a (Panel A), 2b (Panel B), and 
2c (Panel C). Ro = “remember” hits, RKo = “remember” and “know” hits. Error 
bars = standard errors. 
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  Model 1- Criterion Shift Model 2- Fixed Criteria 
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Figure 13. UVSDT estimates for Experiments 2a (Panel A), 2b (Panel B), and 
2c (Panel C).  Model 1 includes separate criteria for HF and LF items, while Model 
2 estimates one set of criteria for both item types. 
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Figure 14. Observed ROCs and UVSDT estimates for HF and LF items in 
Experiments 2a (Panel A), 2b (Panel B), and 2c (Panel C).
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Figure 15. Observed and predicted Remember and Know responses for the 
SAC model in Experiments 2a (Panel A), 2b (Panel B), and 2c (Panel C). 
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Figure 16: Combined state-trace plot for Experiments 2a, 2b, and 2c (Panel 
A), and the resulting concordant (circles) and discordant (triangles) differences 
(Panel B).  Ro = “remember” hits, RKo = “remember” and “know” hits; Δ RKo and Δ 
Ro = change in RKo and Ro across each pairwise comparison of frequency by 
repetition within conditions 2a, 2b, and 2c. Error bars = standard errors. 
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